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Abstract approved:

Approximately 2, 300 feet (700 m.) of conglomerates, sand-

stones, siltstones and rnudstones underlie Denman Island, British

Columbia. These rocks represent deposition of four formations of

the Late Cretaceous (Carupanian) Nanaimo Group. From oldest to

youngest, they are the ExtensionProtection, Cedar District,

DeCourcey and Northumberland (upper contact not exposed) Forma-

tions. These formations can be divided into one incomplete (Exten-

sion-Protection/lower Cedar District) and one complete (upper Cedar

District/DeCourcey/lower Northumberland) cycle of deltaic prograda-

tion-marine transgression.

The Extension- Protection conglomerates and sandstones record

a regressive sequence from delta front slope gully to tidal channel

and fluvial deposits. These sedimentary rocks represent the most

basinward extent of a fluvial-deltaic system which originated to the

southwest on Vancouver Island. There, a nearby volcanic and igneous
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source was rapidly eroded and sediment was quickly transported to

the basin. A relative rise in sea level andor decrease in sediment

supply to the area resulted in the transgressive sequence of the lower

Cedar District prodelta turbdites to shelf facies mudstones.

During sedimentation of the upper Cedar District Formation a

renewed increase in sediment supply from the south allowed the basin

to fill, and a regressive sequence from prodelta turbidites to inter-

distributary bay muds and silts were deposited. Continued northwest-

ward progradation of the upper Cedar District/DeCourcey/lower

Northumberland delta cycle resulted in the deposition of DeCourcey

delta front sheet and bar finger sands. These sediments coarsened

upward into braided river gravels and sands in which detritus was

supplied from a dominantly volcanic source. A return to distributary

mouth bar sedimentation was recorded by the DeCourcey middle unit

sands, which were followed by deposition of braided stream gravels

that show an increase of clastics from igneous, metamorphic and

sedimentary sources. Toward the end of DeCourcey sedimentation,

a relative rise in sea level, decrease in sediment supply and/or

switching of a deltaic lobe resulted in a transgressive sequence.

This sequence is represented by the DeCourcey delta front sheet

sandstones which grade up into Northumberland northerly transported

prodelta turbidites.

Deposition of the Nanaimo Group on Denman Island was followed



by at least two periods of structural deformation which ended prior

to the sedimentation of the Quaternary deposits. The first period

of deformation resulted in a system of northeasterly trending faults

which were later offset by northwest-trending normal faults with

northeast-block down displacement.

During the Quateruary, post-Sangamon - pre-Wisconsin to

Recent sediments have accumulated. They are represented by

gravels, sands, silts and clays which were deposited during two

glacial events and an intervening non-glacial event. These have been

followed by post-glacial and Recent marine and fluvial deposits.

After major modification of the bedrock by glacial action,

recent minor physical weathering (i. e., frost wedging, salt weather-

ing (tafoni)), chemical weathering (1. e., solution (gallery formation),

decomposition (podsolization)), and gradational processes (i. e.,

wave action, mass wasting, stream erosion) continue to alter the

Late Cretaceous bedrocks and Quaternary sediments of Denman

Island.
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STRATIGRAPHY AND SEDIMENTOLOGY OF THE LATE
CRETACEOUS NANAIMO GROUP, DENMAN

ISLAND, BRITISH COLUMBIA

INTRODUCTION

Location and Accessibility

Denman Island is situated two miles off the northeast coast of

Vancouver Island, in the Strait of Georgia, at 49°30'N latitude and

125 °2O'W longitude. By air, the island lies forty miles northwest

of Nanaimo, and eight miles southeast of Comox. To the west,

Baynes Sound separates Denman Island from Vancouver Island, and

to the east, Lambert Channel separates Denman Island from Hornby

Island (Fig. 1). Denman Island can be reached by ferry from Buckley

Bay on Vancouver Island. The ferry runs on an hourly schedule

throughout the year.

The study area covers approximately 18.7 square miles, with

bedrock consisting of sedimentary rocks of the Late Cretaceous

Nanaimo Group which were deposited in the Comox Basin (Fig. 2).

Transportation routes on the island consist of thirty miles of public,

paved and unpaved, roads, which, along with private and logging

roads, provide good access to the entire island. Excellent outcrop

exposure occurs on the twenty-seven miles of coastline, which is

nearly all accessible during low tides. Poor outcrop exposure occurs

inland because of dense vegetation. Consequently, inland outcrops
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are limited to gravel pits, the sandstone quarry, fault scarps, anti-dip

slopes, road cuts, newly dug wells and other construction sites.

Denman Island was named in 1864, after Rear Admiral the

Honourable Joseph Denman (1810-74). From 1864 to 1867 he was

Commander-in-chief of the Pacific Station Esquimalt and the flagship,

HMS Sutlej. While Commander-in-chief, his duties often brought him

to the Comox area to settle Indian disputes. It was on these trips and

other voyages along the Vancouver Island coast that Admiral Denman

became familiar with the island (Isbister, 1976).

Purposes

The principal goals of the study of Denman Island were: a. to

map the bedrock and surficial geology and structure on a 1;20, 114

scale (1 in. =. 317 mi.. = .511 km.); b. to construct structural cross

sections of the area; c. to provide detailed descriptions and repre-

sentative stratigraphic columns of the Cretaceous units; and d. to

determine the paleoenvironment of deposition, source areas, and

agents and directional properties of sediment transport for the Cre-

taceous units.
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Investigation and Analytical Techniques

T.-. 4-V.,-. C'-.L-1

An initial visit to Denman Island was made in April of 1977 to

conduct a brief reconnaissance of the field area and find living ac-

commodations, Field work was carried out during the summer of

1977, from June 20th through September 8th.

Mapping in the field was conducted on aerial photographs (scale

1:20, 114), which were purchased from the British Columbia Depart-

ment of Lands, Forests, and Water Resources. Later, stations,

contacts and structural features were transferred to a base map to

the same scale. This map was prepared from four topographic

sheets which were obtained from the Canada Map Office, Department

of Energy, Mines and Resources. To aid in mapping structural

features, aerial photographs on a 1:64, 000 and 1:35, 000 scale also

were used. Water well logs, obtained from the British Columbia

Department of Environment, were used to infer formation contacts

in heavily vegetated areas of the island.

A Brunton compass was used to determine the attitudes of

bedding, fault traces and directional properties of sedimentary struc-

tures, Rocks and sediments were described by using a Wentworth

sand gauge (to determine grain size and rounding), a Geological

Society of America Rock-Color chart (to determine the fresh and



weathered rock color), dilute HCI (to determine the presence of

carbonate minerals), and a lox hand lens. McKee and Weir's (1953)

terminology for stratification and cross-stratification was used to

describe individual sedimentary units. Trace fossils were classified

according to Seilacher (1967).

Representative stratigraphic sections of the formations were

measured by use of a JacobTs staff and Abney level (see Appendix A

for representative sections). Exposed formation contacts were

usually gradational over several feet, and were thus mapped on a

50% clay to 50% sand basis. Formation thicknesses were determined

from the base map, assuming a constant dip and accounting for fault

displacement where necessary.

Rock and sediment samples, and fossils were collected in

the field for laboratory analysis and identification. Pebbles were

obtained from weathered conglomerate outcrops, which mainly

occurred in the gravel pits and on anti-dip slopes of the island inter-

ior, and on cliffs along the beach. From each site, 100 to 150 whole

pebbles were collected randomly from a rectangular area on the

outcrop.

In the Laboratory

From the conglomerate beds of the DeCourcey Formation,

five samples, consisting of 0O to 150 pebbles each, were
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compositionally identified. by use of a binocular microscope and

reflected light. A second-order classification system by Travis

(1955), was used to name the volcanic clasts. The long, median

and short axes of the pebbles were measured with a caliper to deter-

mine the mean clast size and pebble elongation. Pebble roundness

was visually estimated from charts prepared by Szadeczky-Kordoss

(in Sames, 1966). Pebble percent elongation and roundness were

plotted on Sanies' charts (1966), in order to determine pebble environ-

merit. Lithologies and mean clast size are tabularly presented in

Appendix C. Sames's environmental charts are in Appendix D.

Thin sections were prepared from twenty-eight samples. Two

to five thin sections from each formation were point counted to deter-

mine the petrographic modal analyses. To insure a 95% statistical

confidence interval, 400 point counts were made per slide (Appendix

E). Plagioclases were identified according to the Michel-Levy

method. Samples point counted were also stained (methodology by

Laniz etal., 1964), in order to visually estimate the percent quartz,

plagioclase and potassium feldspar present, which may have been

misidentified during petrographic point counting. Textural maturity

and compositional maturity, using Folk's 1951 and 1968 classifica-

tions respectively, are presented in Appendix F for representative

thin sections. Sandstones were classified according to Gilbert (J

Williams etal., 1964), and limestones according to Folk (1962).



X-ray analyses of clay minerals (methodology by Harward,

1978, Appendix G) of six samples from the Cretaceous formations

and Quaternary deposits were made. Results are presented in

Appendix H. A Turner #110 Fluorometer was used to analyze the

mudstones of the Cretaceous units for live hydrocarbons (procedure

after Shell Research Laboratories).

Sieve analysis was performed on sand samples from the

Quaternary deposits, and descriptive measures of sand size distribu-

tiori were calculated according to the Folk and Ward (1957) method.

Grain mounts were prepared of the heavy minerals obtained from the

three to three and one half phi size fraction by using tetrabromo-

ethane (S. G. =2. 96). Three hundred grains were identified per grain

mount. See Appendix H for sieve and heavy mineral analysis.

Appendix B contains a location map of samples used for pebble

counts, thin sections and clay and sieve analysis.

Paleocurrent analyses were made from unidirectional and bi-

directional sedimentary structures measured in the field. Unidirec-

tional structures indicate the direction of paleocurrent flow or slope;

those measured include flame structures, planar foreset beds, asym-

metric ripples and imbricated pebbles in conglomerates. Bidirec-

tional sedimentary structures usually indicate paleocurrent flow

parallel to the long axis of elongation, but from either direction;

those measured include parting lineation, pebble and woody debris



alignment, channel elongation and symmetric ripples (current flows

perpendicular to ripple trough alignment).

A few of the paleocurrent measurements had to be corrected

for tectonic tilts which were greater than fifteen degrees. A stereonet

was used to make this correction. Analysis of data followed circular

statistical methods as proposed by Curray (1956), for calculating

vector mean: Royse (1970), for standard deviation; and Potter and

Pettijohn (1977), for comparison of vector mean within and between

formations. For each formation, a unidirectional and bidriectional

vector mean and standard deviation were calculated. A grand mean

and standard deviation were obtained by statistically combining the

two means, assuming a bidirectional vector mean closest to that of

the unidirectional mean. The unidirectional and bidirectional vector

means within each formation and the grand means between formations

were tested to see if they were the same and if any changes occurred

in the paleoslope through time.

Previous Work

Geologic interest in what is known today as the Late Cretaceous

Nanaimo Group was prompted by the discovery of economic coal

deposits in southeastern Vancouver Island, in the l850Ts, Previous

geologic work concerning the Nanaimo Group in the Comox area will

be reviewed here. For a summary of investigations involving all of
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the Nanaimo Group along southeastern Vancouver :[sland and the

adjacent Gulf Islands, one is referred to Usher (1952), Muller and

Jeletzky (1970) and Stickneys (1976) citations of these previous works.

Early work in 1857, by J. S. Newberry, geologist of Lieutenant

Williams' northern California and Oregon exploratory expedition,

established the age of the fossils found in the coal-bearing rocks

near Nanaimo as Cretaceous. The fossil age was reaffirmed in

1861 by J. Hector, geologist and physician with the Captain J. Palliser

exploratory expedition between Lake Superior and the Pacific Ocean.

He collected fossils from near Nanaimo and Comox, and stated that

they were "unquestionably" Cretaceous (Usher, 1952).

From 1871 to 1876, J. Richardson extensively studied the

stratigraphy, structure and paleontology of the coal-bearing units on

Vancouver Island for the Geological Survey of Canada. He noted that

there were three separate areas of Late Cretaceous deposition. He

named these areas Cowichan, Nanaimo and Comox, of which Denman

Island is located in the last (Fig. 2). In the Comox area, Richardson

(1872) established the stratigraphic sequence of three succeeding

conglomerate units, separated by marine shales, all overlying a

coal measure.

In 1890, following a fifteen year geologic investigation of

British Columbia and its mineral wealth, G. M. Dawson introduced

the name Nanaimo for the Late Cretaceous units on Vancouver Island.
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C. H. Clapp, in 1911, named the formations of the Nanaimo area;

however he did not extend these names to the Comox area, but did

give names to the oldest two formations in that area. It was not until

1923 that work by J. D. McKenzie and T, B. Williams led to the

introduction of names for the upper formations in the Comox region

(Fig. 3) (Usher, 1952).

A study by A. P. Buckham (1947) further divided the Nanaimo

Group into five depositional basins (Fig. 2). He also interpreted the

structure of the area as a series of northwest-trending post-Cre-

taceous thrust Lsic] faults.

Paleontological work by J. L. Usher (1952) established a

Santonian to Maestrichtian age for the Nanaimo and Comox Basins.

His work was based on a study of the molluscan fauna, which was

divided into four faunizones that could be used to correlate between

the basins. Five of Usher's fossil localities are found on Denman

Island. The molluscan fauna of Hornby Island, in the Comox Basin,

was later studied by E. W. B. Hoen (1958) for a Master of Science

degree. His paleontological findings agreed with those of Usher.

In 1957, W. A. Bell studied the flora of the Nanaimo Group

and concluded that warm to tropical temperatures prevailed at the

time of deposition (Bell, 1957).

By examining the foraminifera of the marine shales,

A. McGugan (1962, 1964) was able to biochronologically correlate
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the formations between the basins, He found that the basal units in

the Comox Basin were not the same age as the basal units of the

Nanaimo Basin as previously thought, but were older, McGugan

also placed the Campanian. Mae strichtian boundary slightly

higher than that designated by Usher based on the molluscan fauna

(Fig. 3). Eight microfaunal sections were sampled on Denman Island.

C. H. Crickmay and S. A. J. Pocock (1963) conducted a

palynological study which suggested that the post-Cretaceous or

Cascade orogenic event was responsible for the destruction of the

Late Cretaceous-Paleocene basins as areas of Nanaimo Group deposi-

tion.

Regional mapping of Vancouver Island by 3. E. Muller, and

paleontological studies by 3. A. Jeletzky were started in 1963, From

their work, the formation names of the Comox Basin were changed

and correlated with those names of the Nanaimo Basin (Fig. 3). A

cyclic transgressive model was proposed to explain the alternate

deposition of coarse to fine sediments of the Nanaimo Group. The

model consists of four upward-fining cycles, grading from fluvial or

deltaic to marine sediments. In 1970, they published a 1:250, 000 scale

geologic map of the Nanaimo Group on Vancouver Island and the adja-

cent Gulf Islands (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970).

V. W. Sliter (1975) studied the foraminifera of the Vancouver

Island area. He was able to show that deposition of the Nanaimo Group
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mudstone units occurred at bathymetric depths from 490 to 3, 270

feet (150 to 1000 m.). One of his collecting localities occurs on the

west coast of Denman Island.

Recently studies have been conducted concerning the oldest

Nanaimo Group formations of the Cornox Basin which crop out on

Vancouver Island. J. A. B. Scott (1974) used foraminifera correla-

tions to show that the previously designated Trent River and Qualicum

Formations of the Comox Basin and Haslam Formation of the Nanaimo

Basin were deposited simultaneously in three separate basins. P. D.

Ward arid V. S. Mallory (1977) have reported on the mollus can fauna

and suggested an earlier age for the beds near the Trent River than

previously designated by Muller and Jeletzky.

In 1978, P. D. Ward partly revised the stratigraphy and bio-

chronology o the Nanaimo Group. He proposed to subdivide the

Extension- Protection Formation into three separate formations and

has added two local-range zones to the macrofossil zonal succession

established by 3. A. Jeletzky (Ward, 1978).

Since 1971, detailed mapping and paleoenvironment interpreta-

tion of the Nanaimo Group have been conducted by graduate students

of Oregon State University, under the leadership of Dr. Keith F. Oles.

Studies have been carried out in the Nanaimo Basin by 3. A. Packard

(1972), R. W. Rinne (1973), M. L. Simmons (1973), 3. p. Hudson

(1974), C. D. Sturdavant (1976), W. B. Hanson (197L), R. B. Stickney
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(1976), J. Carter (1976) and J. M. Kachelmeyer (1978), and in the

Comox Basin by D. A. Fiske (1977).

Initial work concerning the Quaternary deposits on Vancouver

Island was conducted by G. M. Dawson in 1887. He noted a succes-

sion of two tills separated by stratified silts and sands. From 1908

to 1913, during C. H. Clapp's extensive geologic studies insouthern

Vancouver Island, he reported the presence of two sheets of till,

separated by marine clays. He correlated these with deposits

described in the Puget Sound area of Washington. Formal formation

names were first applied to the Quaternary deposits in 1953, by

J. E. Armstrong andW. L. Brown (Fyles, 1963).

In 1958, F. 3. E. Wagner provided information as to the envi-

ronments of these deposits based on fauna. Two of his samples were

obtained from the Kornas Bluff area on Denman Island; in which he

concluded that the marine clays were deposited in shallow water

(Wagner, 1958).

J. G. Fyles (1963) conducted acomprehensive study of the

Quaternary deposits on Vancouver Island, in an area immediately

south of Denman Island. He was the first in this area to group each

set of non-glacial and glacial deposits as major stratigraphic units.

Although FylesT mapping did not include Denman Island, many

photographs of the Pleistocene deposits on the island were included

in his publication. In 1977, 3. E. Armstrong and 3. 3. Clague
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further divided Fyles' stratigraphic units based on field work on

Vancouver Island (Armstrong and Clague, 1977).

Other studies dealing with the Quaternary deposits have been

carried out by E. C. Halstead and A. Treichel (1966) and J. T. Cooper

(1973). They concerned themselves with the hydrogeology of Denman

Island and provided brief descriptions of the bedrock and surficial

units. W. H. Mathews, J. G. Fyles and H. W. Naswith (1970) re-

ported on the eusttic sea level change and isostatic rebound of the

Vancouver Island area following the last glacial episode. 3. J. Clague

(1976, 1977) has worked with the Holocene deposits in the Lambert

Channel and Baynes Sound, around Denman Island, and has concluded

that Denman Island was once connected to Vancouver Island by way

of the Comox Bar.

Regional Pre-Cretaceous Stratigraphy

Vancouver Island makes up the southern tip of the Insular Belt

of the Western Cordillera of Canada, which extends northward to the

Wrangell Mountains in Alaska. The oldest plutonhc rocks that crop out

on Vancouver Island are altered granitoids, called the Tyee Intrusives.

Based on zircon age determinations, they have been dated as Devonian

(or they may be remobilized pre-Devonian rocks which were intruded

at a later date). The Tyee Intrusives intrude metamorphosed argil-

lites and greywackes that may be pre-Devonian, and are related to
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the Wark, Colquitz and Turtleback metamorphic basement complexes

of the San Juan Islands (Muller, 1977). The Youbou Formation makes

up the lower part of the Sicker Group and consists of 10, 000 feet

(3, 050 m.) of volcanic and sedimentary rocks. The volcanics are

mainly composed of greenstone and greenschists which were derived

from pyroclastic rocks of intermediate composition. The sedimen-

tary part of the formation is local and consists of greywackes and

thinly bedded, silty limestones (Yole, 1969). The age of the Youbou

Formation has been given as Middle Pennsylvanian and older, based

on the age of foraminifera from limestone pods, and the age of the

overlying sediments (Muller, 1977; Muller and Carson, 1969).

The middle section of the Sicker Group is cailed the Buttle Lake

Formation and is in sharp contact with the lower Youbou Formation.

It is composed of 100 to 1, 500 feet (30 to 46& m,) of limestone in

the northern part of the island and limestone with thinly bedded, cherty

sediments in the southern part. The age of the Buttle Lake Formation

is Early Permian based on the brachiopod and bryozoan fauna present

(Yole, 1969).

A thin unit of argillite and mudstone conformably overlies the

Buttle Lake Formation, and makes up the upper section of the Sicker

Group. It has been called the "Unnamed Unit" and has been dated as

Middle Permian to Early Triassic, based on the age of the overlying

rocks (Yole, 1969).
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Unconformably overlying the Sicker Group is the Mesozoic

Vancouver Group, which is the thickest and most widespread forma-

tion on Vancouver Island. The Karmutsen Formation is the oldest

part of the Vancouver Group and consists of 18, 000 feet (5, 490 m.)

of cyclic pillow lavas, breccias, aquagene tuffs, massive amygdal-

oidal volcanic flows and thin interlava limestone beds. The meta-

morphic grade of the Karmutsen Formation is lower than that of the

Sicker Group and indicates a sub-greenschist pumpellyite meta-

morphic facies (Surdam, 1973). The age of the Karmutsen Forma-

tion has been determined from the Early Permian underlying rocks

and Late Trias sic overlying rocks. Also, Late Trias sic fossils have

been found from a limestone bed near the top of the section (Muller

and Carson, 1969).

The Quatsino Formation of Late Triassic (late Karnian) age is

composed of up to 2, 000 feet (610 rn.) of limestone deposited on the

unweathered, chilled volcanic flows of the underlying Karmutsen

Formation. Gray crystalline limestone makes up the lower part of

the section and black carbonaceous limestone the upper part (Surdam,

1968).

The Bonanza Subgroup forms the upper part of the Vancouver

Group and is divided into a lower sedimentary sequence and an upper

volcanic sequence (Muller and Carson, 1969). The sedimentary se-

quence, or Parson Bay Formation, lies conformably over the
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Quatsino Formation. It is locally composed of shaly limestones, and

calcareous shales and tuffs up to 2, 000 feet (610 m.) thick (Surdam,

1968). Molluscan fauna from these beds indicate a Late Triassic

(Norian) age (Mathews, 1972),

Eight thousand feet (2, 440 m.) of Bonanza volcanics lie non-

conformably over the Parson Bay Formation and Quatsino Forma-

tions. The volcanics consist of basaltic to rhyodacite flows, breccias

and tuffs, with intercalated sediments containing Early Jurassic

(Sinemurian to Toarcian) fossils (Muller etal., 1974).

Several separate batholithic bodies are exposed along the length

of Vancouver Island, and have been given the collective name Island

Intrusives. They are composed of quartz diorite, granodiorite and

quartz monzonite, and intrude the Paleozoic to Early Jurassic rocks

of the Sicker and Vancouver Group (Muller, 1977). The age of the

Island Intrusives is well defined by the Early Jurassic intruded rocks

and the nonconformably overlying Late Jurassic and Late Cretaceous

rocks. Potassium-argon age determination has confirmed a Middle

to early late Jurassic age for the time of intrusion (Muller and

Carson, 1969).
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STRATIGRAPHY, PETROLOGY AND PALEOGEOGRAPHY
OF THE LATE CRETACEOUS NANAIMO GROUP

Regional Stratigraphy

Nonconformably overlying the basement complex are the sedi-

mentary rocks of the Late Cretaceous Nanaimo Group. Before depo-

sition of the Nanaimo Group began, an erosional surface, with at

least 440 feet of relief, had developed on the basement rocks

(Buckham, 1947). Originally, these sedimentary rocks were thought

to have been deposited in five basins: the Nanaimo, Comox,

Cowichan, Alberni and Suquash Basins (Fig. 2). However, Muller

and Jeletzky (1970) state that these basins represent structural de-

pressions formed by post-Cretaceous block faulting in which the

Nanaimo sediments have been preserved.

The main areas of Nanaimo Group outcrop occur in the Nanaimo

and Comox Basins. These basins are located in a 1, 500 square mile

(580 sq. km.) strip that covers the east coast of Vancouver Island

and the adjacent Gulf Islands. This strip is between two and twenty

miles (3 and 30km.) wide and 150 miles (240 km.) long from

Campbell River, Vancouver Island south to Orcas Island, Washington.

Nanaimo Group rocks which crop out outside of this area on the Upper

Quinsam and Oyster Rivers, Mount Washington and Forbidden Plateau

are considered to be part of the Comox Basin, as well as those
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Nanaimo sediments on Texada and Las queti Islands (Muller and

Jeletsky, 1970). The Nanaimo and Comox Basins are separated by

a northerly trending arch of crystalline basement known as the

Nanoose Ridge (Usher, 1952).

Thickness of the elastic rocks between the basins varies. In

the Nanairno Basin, the thicknesses of the sediments have been re-

ported to range from 7,500 to 13, 500 feet (2, 290 to 4, 120 m.) (Usher,

1952; Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Hanson, 1976), and in the Comox

Basin from 5, 000 to 7, 500 feet (1, 525 to 2, 290 m.) (Muller and

Jeletzky, 1970; Usher, 1952). A migration of the strand line from

south to north along the Georgia depression has been offered as an

explana.tion or the variation in thickness between the two basins

(Usher, 1952).

Nanaimo Group exposures outside of these two basins occur

in the Suquash asin, where 1, 000 feet (300 m.) of rocks crop out

along a 20 nile (32 km.) long coastal strip. Outcrops also occur in

the lesser Alberni and Cowichan Basins. However, little is known

geologically about these rocks because of their poor exposure and

absence of economic coal seams (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970).

Muller and Jeletzky (1970) have divided the Nanaimo Group into

nine formations which (Fig. 3) represent four successive transgres-

sive- regressive cycles of deposition, and a fifth incomplete cycle.

Each cycle shows facies transgressions from fluvial, to deltaic



and/or lagoon, to nearshore marine and offshore marine. The cycles,

formations, facies, thicknesses and principal lithologies are as follows:

Fifth Cycle (incomplete)

Gabriola Formation

Deltaic: 600 to 3, 000 feet (180 to 920 m.) of con-

glomerate, sandstone and minor rnudstone.

dis conformity

Fourth Cycle

Spray Formation

Marine: 330 to 1, 770 feet (100 to 540 m.) of mud-

stone, siltstone and minor sandstone.

Geoffrey Formation

Deltaic: 400 to 1, 500 feet (120 to 460 rn.) of sand-

stone, conglomerate and minor mudstone.

disconformity

Third Cycle

Northumberland Formation

Marine: 250 to 1, 000 feet (76 to 300 m.) of mud-

stone, siltstone and minor sandstone.

DeCourcey Formation

Deltaic: 130 to 1,400 feet (40 to 430 m.) of sand-

stone, conglomerate, and minor mud-

stone.

disconformity
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Second Cycle

Cedar District Formation

Marine: 900 to 1, 000 feet (275 to 300 m.) of

mu.dstone, siltstone and minor sandstone.

Extension-Protection 'ormatjon

Fluvial to deltaic; 200 to 1, 900 feet (60 to 580 m.)

of conglomerate, sandstone and

iiinor rnudstone and coal.

disconformity

First Cycle

Haslam Formation

Marine: 100 to 500 feet (30 to 175 m.) of mudstone,

siltstone and sandstone.

Comox Formation

Lagoonal to fluvial: 150 to 2, 000 feet (45 to 610 m.)

of sandstone, mudstorie,

conglomerate and coal.

The nomenclature proposed by Muller and Jeletzky (1970) for

the formation names will be used in this text. However, the trans-

gressive- regressive model represented by the cycles above will be

dropped in favor of a deltaic progradation model for the Nanaimo

rocks on Denman Island. Several Oregon State University students,

working in the Nanaimo and Comox Basins, have adopted the deltaic
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progradation model to better explain sedimentation for all or parts

of the Nanaimo Group rocks (Hanson, 1976; Stickney, 1976; Fiske,

1977; Hudson, 1974; Simmons, 1973).

Evidence on Derzrnan Island which supports the deltaic prograda-

tion model includes: gradational, coarsening upward sequences

between the marine and deltaic facies; lateral changes in facies;

cyclic sedimentation; and similarity of sedimentary structures and

geometry to niodern and ancient deltas.

Local Stratigrapy

Within the thesis area, 2, 300 feet (700 m.) of Nanaimo Group

rocks are exposed. These include from youngest to oldest: the lower

part of the Northumberland Formation, the DeCourcey Formation, the

Cedar District Formation, and the Extension- Protection Formation

(presumed to be complete). One incomplete cycle (Extension-Protec-

tion/lower Cedar District) and one complete cycle (upper Cedar

District/ DeCourcey/ lower Northumberland) of deltaic progradation-

marine transgression is recorded by the Nanaimo Group formations.

Extension- Protection Formation

Nomenclature. Within the coal measures of the Nanaimo area,

five formations and three coal seams, all overlying the Hasiam mud-

stones, were named by Clapp (1912). Because these formations
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cannot be identified outside of the mining district, Muller and Jeletzky

(1970) combined them as members of a single formation, the Exten-

sion-Protection Formation. The Extension and Protection "Members"

are most characteristic of this formation, which is composed of

conglomerates, with interbedded sandstones, mudstones and coals.

The Extension "Member" derives its name from a town by the same

name located four miles (6. 5 km.) south of Nanaimo. The Protection

"Member" was nar-ied after Protection Isl.and, located between

Nanaimo arid abiola Island.

The Corrox Formation, of the Comox Basin, was correlated

with the Extension-Protection coal measures of the Nanaimo Basin

by McKenzie and Williams (1924) and Usher (1952). Since that time

the Comox Formation h35 been found to be much older than the

Nanaimo Basin coal measures. However, in 1922, McKenzie re-

ported an 'intraformational' conglomerate overlying the Haslam

mudstones, Comox coal measures and the Karmutsen volcanics.

This 1enticul sa.ndstone-conglomerate formation is believed to

represent the Extension-Protection Formation in the Comox Basin

(Muller and Jel.etzky, 1970).

General Stratigraphy. The Extension-Protection Formation

underlies only about one- sixteenth square mile (1/5 sq. km.) of

Denrnan Island (Plate 1). It crops out in the immediate area of

Repulse Point, on the southwest coastline, and between the ferry
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landing and Denman Point, on the west coastline.

At Repulse Point the formation is exposed along a 25 foot (8 in.)

high cliff and cai be traced northeast on the beach for 850 feet (260m.).

Eight hundred feet (250 m.) to the northwest of Repulse Point, the

formation crops out on the beach for 980 feet (300 rn.). Immediately

inland of this area, the formation is again exposed along a 15 foot

(5 m.) high ridge which trends along strike.

Coarse-grained sandstone and pebble conglomerate beds located

in the tidal zone 1, 000 feet (300 m.) northwest of the west coast ferry

landing are believed to be of Extension-Protection deposition. These

beds can be traced along the beach toward Denman Point for half a

mile (0. 8 km.) before they are lost under beach cover.

The relationship of the overlying and underlying mudstones

with the sandstones and conglomerates exposed near Repulse and

Denman Points is not completely understood. Lack of exposure of

the underlying mudstones, except at lowest seasonal tides, makes

it difficult to lithologically compare these mudstones with the overly-

ing Cedar District muclstones. Also, micro- and macro-paleontologi-

cal control is lacking for the underlying mudstones,

With the limited amount of data available, three possibilities

may be considered to explain the contact relationship of these sand-

stone and conglomerate beds with the rnudstones. If the underlying

mudstones are Cedar District, then the coarse clastics may be 1., a
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member of the Cedar District or 2., a tongue of the underlying

Extension-Protection Formation. A last possibility exists if the

mudstones are of the flaslam Formation, in which case the sand-

stones and conglomerates represent Extension-Protection deposition,

and may or may not be intertonguing with the Cedar District mud-

stones above. Although the first two possibilities cannot be dis-

counted, evidence tends to support the third hypothesis. Supporting

evidence, which will be discussed throughout this section, includes

the geometry and thickness of the formation, lithology of the sand-

stones, composition of the conglomerate pebbles, and sedimentary

structures.

The lower contact of the Extension-Protection Formation with

the presumed Haslam Formation is partially exposed near Repulse

Point and appears to vary over a short distance. To the northwest

of the point, thick sandstone lenses disconformably overlie the mud-

stones at an undulating erosional contact. To the northeast of the

point, the contact appears gradational over a 20 foot (6 m.) interval,

in which graded beds of conglomerate and sandstone overlie mud-

stones.

The upper contact at Repulse Point is complicated by faulting

and heavy vegetation, so consequently was not observed. North of

the ferry landing the upper contact is lost under beach cover.

Jeletzky reports that the upper contact of the Extension-Protection
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dational from conglomerate to mudstone (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970).

The total thickness of the Extension-Protection Formation near

Repulse Point was estimated at 150 feet (46 m). Near the ferry

landing a thickness of 50 feet (15 m.) was calculated. These measure-

ments are in agreement with the thickness and geometry of the

Extension-Protection Formation as observed on Vancouver Island.

A borehole, near Langley Lake, located three miles (5 km.) west of

Denman Point, revealed 1, 000 feet (300 m.) of Extension-Protection

sandstone and conglomerate. Immediately north of Langley Lake,

on the Trent River, the formation was found to wedge to the northeast,

from several hundred feet to only 40 feet (12 m.) in a distance of

four miles (6 km.) (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970). So it is possible

that this highly lenticular formation could have thinned to 50 to 150

feet (15 to 46 m.) over a distance of three to nine miles (5 to 15 km.)

from Langley Lake to the west coast of Denman Island,

The lower section of the Extension-Protection Formation is

variable. Northwest of Repulse Point, the formation is characterized

by three to fifteen foot (1 to 5 m.) thick lenses of dark greenish gray

(5G 4/1) conglomeratic and medium- to coarse-grained sandstones,

which weather to brownish gray (5YR 4/1). The basal contact of the

sandstones is sharp above the three to five foot (1 to 1. 5 m.) inter-

beds of mudstone. At the base of each sandstone unit mudstone



rip-ups are abundant and decrease toward the top. Pebbles, broken

pelecypod shells and carbonaceous debris are scattered throughout

the sandstone and minor cross-bedding was also noted. On the beach,

near the base of the section, sharp local folds with eroded crests

and overturned beds were found. These are believed to be slump

folds and have an estimated amplitude of five feet (1.5 m.) and

frequency of 20 feet (6 m.). The lenses appear to pinch out to the

northwest and southeast over a distance of one-half mile (0.8 km.).

To the northeast of Repulse Point the lower section is now

characterized by one to two foot (0. 3 to 0. 6 m.) thick beds of graded

very fine pebbles to pebble conglomerates and coarse-grairied mud-

stones. On a fresh surface these beds are bluish gray (5B 5/1) and

weather to a greenish gray (5GY 6/1), The basal contacts of the

conglomerates with the six to twelve foot (2 to 4 m.) interbeds of

mudstone are sharp but conformable, and soft sediment deformation

is common. The mdstone interbeds grade upward from the coarse

sandstones and are generally laminated, but weather into one-fourth

to one and one-half inch (0. 5 to 4 cm.) chips which are medium dark

gray (N 4) and dark gray (N 3) on a fresh surface. A few micritic

concretions and fossils are found on the bedding planes throughout

the mudstones, however the fossils are more concentrated in the

conglomerate and sandstone layers. Fossils include fragmented

Inoceramus shells, high- spiraled gastropods, and whole and
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fragmented pelecypods

Very fine pebble to pebbie conglomerates and coarse-grained

sandstones with similar micritic mudstone clasts and fossils crop

out north of the ferry landing. These beds are one-half to two feet

(0.2 to 0. 6 m.) thick and are in sharp basal contact with the three to

six foot (1 to 2 m.) fossiliferous interbeds of mudstone and siltstone.

Whereas the beds near Repulse Point were found to be graded, these

beds are thinly laminated to laminated with alternating layers of

very fine pebble to pebble-sized micritic mudstone clasts and coarse-

to very coarse-grained sands. The higher percentage of micritic

clasts gives these beds their characteristic medium light gray (N 6)

fresh color and greenish gray (5GY 6/1) weathered color.

These beds north of the ferry landing contain the most concen-

trated and varied faunal assemblage of any rock unit on the island.

Bedding planes in the mudstones and atop the sandstone units produce

many whole pelecypod shells and high-spiraled gastropods, and whole

and fragmented Inoceramus and Baculites, A majority of these fossils

are found in a stable resting position. The sandstone and conglomer-

ates contain the same fossil assemblages, but specimens within

these units are broken and unoriented. The very thin-bedded siltstone

layers in this area are littered with horizontal burrows and Zoophycos

(Fig. 4). These beds have tentatively been correlated with the lower

boundary of the regional Ammonite-Inoceramus fauna zone -
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Varicouverense, which is late Campanian in age (Muller and Jeletzky,

1970).

The upper section, as exposed near Repulse Point (Fig. 5),

is made up of three to six Loot (1 to 2 m.) thick beds of medium- to

fine-grained sandstones and six to twelve foot (2 to 4 m.) interbeds

of mudstone and siltstone. The most striking feature of the lower

sandstone beds is the very light gray (N 8) color on fresh surfaces.

This is a reflection of the high plagioclase and quartz content.

(Similar sandstones were reported from the Protection 'Member'

in the Nanairno Basin (Usher, 1952)). Near the top of this section

the sandstones take on a medium light gray (N 6) fresh color as the

amounts of lithic fragments increase. The basal contacts of the

sandstone units vary. Where the sandstones overlie mudstones the

contact is sharp and soft sediment deformation flames are present.

Elsewhere, the basal contact is gradational from mudstone to siltstone

to sandstone The upper contacts of the sandstone units are also

gradational. The sandstones are laminated to thinly-bedded, with

minor convolute bedding. Toward the top of each sandstone unit,

carbonaceous debris increases and coal lenses one inch (2.5 cm.)

thick and three feet (1 m.) long are found, The beds weather to a

light olive gray (5Y 6/1) and split into platy or flaggy layers, on which

surfaces parting lineation is often displayed. Along strike these beds

pinch out to the northwest and are not observed north of the ferry



Figure 4. Trace fossil, -co on bedding plane of thin-bedded siltstone. Extension-
Protection Formation 800 feet (250 m.) north of the ferry landing on the west coast
of Denman Island.
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Figure 5. Extension-Protection upper unit outcrop on the beach 600 feet (190 m. ) northeast of
Repulse Point. Cliff is 25 feet (8 m. ) high. Note light gray (N 8) color and flaggy
splitting of the plagioclase arenite randtone bed near the base of the cliff. The lower
sandstone bed is in sharp basal contact with mudstones, whereas the upper sandstone bed
coarsens upward from rnudstones and siltstones below.
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landing.

Lithology. Conglomerate beds near Repulse Point are corn-

posed of angular mudstone rip-ups, subrounded to rounded micritic

mudstone pebbles, and whole and fragmented fossils. In all the beds,

the conglomerates grade upward from framework- to matrix-

supported clasts.

Near the ferry landing, the framework- supported conglomerate

clasts are made up of very fine pebble- to pebble- sized rounded

micritic rnudstone, whole and fragmented fossils, carbonaceous

debris, n-iudstone rip-ups and minor volcanic clasts. The pebbles

locally are up to two inches (5 cm.) long, but generally are one-third

inch (0. 8 cm.) long. Thin section CD-2 of the conglomerate shows

a matrix of coarse-grained sand with a micrite cement. The sand

grains are mainly composed of quartz, feldspar, chert, phyllite,

mudstone, and volcanic glass and rock fragments. Some fossil worm

tubes and plant fragments are also present in the conglomerate matrix.

Three thin sections of the Extension-Protection Formation were

microscopically examined (Appendix E). The textural maturity

ranges from mature in the lower section to submature in the upper

section. Going up in the section the amount of clay increases from

four to eight percent, sorting decreases from well to poor and round-

ing throughout the section is angular to subrounded. Point counts of

thin sections from the lower (CD-35) and upper (A-59) units showed
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that the sandstones are compositionally immature and can be classified

as arkosic to lithic arenites (Fig. 6). Thin section CD-29 (Fig. 7),

from the basal part of the upper section, is compositionally mature

and is classified as a plagioclase arenite (clan name after Folk, 1968).

Framework grains of the samples, in decreasing abundance, are

composed of rock fragments, normal quartz, plagioclase, potassium

feldspar, undulatory and polycrystalline quartz, and chert. Minor

amounts of biotite, muscovite, chlorite, magnetite and carbonaceous

debris are also present.

The most abundant rock fragments are andesite, basalt, grano-

diorite, devitrified volcanic glass, phyllite and mudstone. Devitrified

volcanic glass fragments are most prominent in the upper section.

Oligoclase and andesine (An28 to An42) are the most abundant

plagioclase feldspar, while orthoclase is the prominent potassium

feldspar. In the upper section, the amount of plagioclase increases

considerably and gives the sandstones their characteristic light gray

color, as noted. Both weathered and fresh feldspars are found in

the lower section, but in the upper section the feldspars are all fresh.

In the lower section the cement is mainly calcite, with minor

amounts of hematite and chlorite. Toward the top of the formation the

cement is composed of partially recrystallized clay with minor calcite,

silica, hematite and chlorite.

The lower section shows the greatest diagenesis with volcanic
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Figure 7. Photoznicrographs of plagioclase arenite showing abundant fresh, subangular clasts
of plagioclase (F). Note the smaller size of the quartz (9) relative to the plagioclase
grains. Matrix is composed of recrystallized clays. Crossed nicols. Sample CD-29,
Extension-Protection upper unit sandstone, northeast of Repulse Point.
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rock fragments altered to calcite, sericite and chlorite. Calcite

was also found to have replaced the plagioclase and quartz clasts and

clay matrix. In the upper section little alteration was noted, with

only minor recrystallization of the clay matrix taking place. Samples

from this section showed the highest porosity (one percent) of any

rocks on Denman Island. Throughout the formation the original shell

material of the fossils has been replaced with sparry calcite.

Paleodistersal Patterns and Postulated Source Areas. Three

unidirectional and two bidirectional paleodispersal measurements were

obtained from the Extension-Protection Formation cropping out near

Repulse and Denman Point. Unidirectional indicators include cross-

bedding, flame structures and slump folds. Bidirectional measure-

rnents were taken from parting lineations. Statistical calculations

were not completed because of the limited number of measurements.

However, the directions ranged from N. 450 to 75°E., which strongly

suggests a northeast transport direction with a southwest source area.

In order to determine a source area for the Extension-Protec-

tion rocks, the conglomerate clasts and the detrital minerals of the

sandstones were examined. The micritic mudstone concretions are

the only components of the Extension-Protection conglomerates

which are not intraformational c].asts. The concretions were probably

derived from the underlying Haslam Formation, as they have the

same lithology as the concretions of the Comox Basin Haslam
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Formation (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970).

The species and percentage of the detrital sandstone clasts

which occur in the Extension-Protection Formation are character-

Istic of most sandstones on the island. (An exception to this is the

Extension-Protection plagioclase arenite which occurs a.t the base

of the upper section of the Extension-Protection Formation. It will

be discussed separately.) Because of the similarity of the sandstone

clasts between the formations on Denman Island, only the variations

from the normal will, be emphasized in the following sections concern-

ing source areas.

Most of the sandstones are composed of equal amounts of rock

fragments, feldspar and quartz. The rock fragments are most diag-

nostic of the source area. Eighty-five to ninety percent of the

Extension-Protection lithic fragments are volcanic (andesite, basalt

and devitrified volcanic glass), and ten to fifteen percent are igneous

(granitic and granodiorite). There are rare phyllites. This strongly

suggests most of the clasts were eroded from a volcanic provenance.

However, Folk (1968) cautions that the volcanic fragments are more

durable than the plutonie clasts and will show a greater percentage in

the sandstones. The high percentage of lithic fragments in the sand-

stones implies that the source area was near, as the fragments are

mechanically unstable and can not survive long distances of transport.

The high angularity of the Extension-Protection rock fragments also

A
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suggests that the source area was near.

Feldspars not only aid in determining a. source area, but also

reveal, information as to the climatic conditions. Feldspars in the

sandstones are composed of 60% plagioclase (oligoclase and andesine)

and 40% orthoclase. The feldspar grains of the Extension-Protection

sandstones are fresh and weathered in the lower section, and fresh

in the upper section, Throughout the formation, the feldspar grains

are angular to subangular, and are the same size as the detrital

quartz. According to Folk (1968), these properties indicate that the

source area is tectonically active, sediment transport is brief, and

erosion occurred in a warm and/or humid climate for the lower sec-

tion sediments and an arid and/or cold climate for the upper section

sediments. The types of plagioclase and potassium feldspar present

indicate a granitic, granodiorite and/or andesite provenance.

Normal quartz comprises approximately three-fourths of the

stable grains in the Extension-Protection sandstones, with the re-

maining one-fourth made up of equal amounts of chert, and poly-

crystalline and undulatory quartz. Folk and Blatt suggest that nor-

mal quartz is indicative of a volcanic, schist or granitic source

(Folk, 1968), whereas undulatory quartz is typical of granites,

gneisses and vein quartz, and polycrystalline quartz is common to

gneisses, vein quartz and metaquartzites. A few of the normal quartz

grains present are embayed and have attached aphanitic and glassy

A
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blebs, suggesting a volcanic source area (PettijohnetaL, 1973).

Polycrystalline quartz grains in the Extension-Protection sandstones

are both sutured and unsutured, indicating a metaquartzite origin or

possibly derivation from a shear zone in granites or gneisses. Chert

fragments may be from reworked sediments limestone or chert

beds.

The greater abundance of biotite versus muscovite fragments

in the upper unit of the Extension-Protection Formation indicates that

either 1. the erosion rate at the source area exceeded the rate of

weathering or 2. the sediments have received contributions from

volcanic rocks (Folk, 1968). Both factors appear to characterize the

sandstones, as a higher erosion/weathering rate may explain the

presence of fresh feldspar clasts, and a volcanic source has already

been suggested by the lithe fragments. The lower unit has nearly

equal amounts of biotite and muscovite, which may imply a more

acidic source. Detrital chlorite indicates a hydrothermal or meta-

morphic provenance.

The only heavy minerals occurring in the Extension-Protection

sandstones are epidote and magnetite. Epidote implies a hydrothermal

or metamorphic source, and magnetite is common to both acidic and

basic igneous, and metamorphic provenances.

The basal part of the upper section of the Extension-Protection

is composed of plagioclase arenites (clan name from Folk, 1968)
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(Fig. 7). The plagioclase grains are all fresh and are larger than

the quartz grains, indicating a very near source area and short time

of transport. A quartz diorite source is indicated, because of the

abundance of biotite and magnetite, and the lack of volcanic rock

fragments.

In conclusion, the high percentage of volcanic rock fragments,

normal quartz and biotite grains occurring in the lower section of

the Extension-Protection Formation suggests a prevailing volcanic

source. The Late Trjassjc Karmutsen Formation (basalt flows and

pillow basalt), and the Early Jurassic Bonanza Subgroup (andesite)

are the most likely provenances. Presently, the Karmutsen volcanics

are exposed less than five miles (8 km.) west of Denman Island, on

Vancouver Island, and the Bonanza volcanics twenty miles (32 km.)

to the south (Muller and Carson, 1969).

During deposition of the basal part of the upper section, a high

influx of plagioclase grains occurred. This, along with the absence

of lithic fragments, suggests that a granodiorite or quartz diorite

source was supplying the sediments. The Jurassic Island Intrusives,

composed of 40 to 60% plagioclase, were probably the source. This

intrusive crops out 16 miles (26 km.) to the southwest of Denman

Island, on Thunder Mountain, Vancouver Island. At this location

the Extension-Protection Formation nonconformably overlies the

intrusives (Muller and Carson, 1969).
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The top part of the upper section is characterized by an increase

in the supply of volcanic fragments, presumably from the Karmutsen

Formation and the Bonanza Subgroup.

The mjcritic mudstone concretions indicate a minor contribu-

tion of sediments from the underlying Haslam Formation. A meta-

morphic source, implied by the epidote, chlorite, and polycrystalline

quartz grains and phyllite rock fragments, may be the Youbou Forma-

tion of the Sicker Group, dated as Pennsylvanian and older. It is

exposed eight miles (13 km.) to the south of Denman Island on

Vancouver Island. Chert fragments may be reworked sediments from

the underlying Nanaimo rocks, or eroded from the sedimentary part

of the Bonanza Subgroup, the Permian to Triassic Buttle Lake Forma-

tion, and/or the Late Triassic Quatsino Formation. They all crop

out within twenty miles (32 km.) of the west coast of Denman Island

(Muller and Carson, 1969).

Environments of Deposition. Immediately west of Denman

Island, on Vancouver Island, Extension- Protection shoestring lenses

of sandstone and conglomerate were deposited as river channels which

cut into lithified sediments of older Nanaimo formations (Muller and

Jeletzky, 1970). Paleccurrent data indicate that the Extension-

Protection sandstones and conglomerates on Denman Island accumu-

lated basinward of the river channels and they are interpreted to be

offshore to continental deposits of a prograding delta. A determination
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of subenvironments of deposition within the deltaic model is based on

a comparison of the sedimentary features, lithology and lateral and

vertical facies changes of rocks on Denman Island with modern and

ancient deltaic analogs.

The thick conglomeratic sandstone beds of the lower section

exposed near Repulse Point are interpreted to be channel deposits

on a delta front slope. Rapid sedimentation on a greater slope is

indicated by the slump folds of the lower sandstone beds (Reineck and

Singh, 1975; Selley, 1970). The dimensions of the deposits on

Denman Island are similar to those of slope gullies occurring on

prograding slope sediments of the modern Mississippi and Fraser

river delta systems. Shepard and Dill (1966) report that the non-

continuous slope gullies are usually two to fifty feet (0.6 to 15 m.)

deep, one-third to two-thirds mile (0. 5 to 1 km.) wide, and two to

four miles (3 to 6 km) long.

Tanaka and Teraoka (1973) have also described submarine

channels from Late Cretaceous offshore mudstones and intercalated

sandstones associated with a deltaic complex. The channels are

three to sixty-five feet (1 to 20 m.) deep and are filled by medium-

to coarse grained sandstones, often conglomeratic Mudstone

rip-ups and slump folds are common at the base of the channels and

the sediments fine upward with local scattered mudstone fragments,

shell material and carbonaceous debris, Schlager and Schiager
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(1973) report that proximal channel deposits are usually filled with

coarse-grained sandstones that are laid down as winnowed debris by

grain flow. This may explain the high degree of sorting of the sand-

stones in the Extension-Protection lower section.

An abundance of marine skeletal debris and carbonaceous frag-

ments to the coarse-grained sandstone to pebble conglomerate beds

near Repulse Point and north of the west coast Lerry landing indicate

that the sediments were deposited in a nearshore or shore environ-

ment. A lack of fine-grained debris in the sediments implies deposi-

tion in a high energy environment and/or reworking by tidal or wave

action. Because of the limited vertical and horizontal extent of the

outcrops, it is difficult to place the sediments within a shore or

nearshore environment. However, sedimentary features such as

disconformable basal contacts, thin bedding, lag deposits of pebbles,

mudstone rip-ups and skeletal debris, coarse-grained sediments with

a vertical decrease in bedding thickness and grain size, laminations,

bioturbation, and lateral and vertical associations with marine sedi-

ments are typical of tidal channels described by Potter (1967, in

Pettijohnetal., 1973, p. 477), Reineck and Singh (1975), Vischer

(1965), and Blatt etal. (1972). The laminated characteristic of the

very fine pebble and pebble conglomerates near the ferry landing,

along with the high concentration of shell debris are also typical of

foreshore to shoreface deposits (Reineck and Singh, 1975).
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Zoophycos trace fossils found on the bedding surfaces of the

intercalated siltstone and fine-grained sandstone beds near the ferry

landing are indicative of water depths from wave base to the zone of

turbidite deposition (Seilacher, 1967; Simpson, 1970; Plicka, 1970).

Reineck and Singh (1975) report that Zoophycos are presently found

in the Indian Ocean at depths from 5,200 to 15, 000 feet (1, 600 to

4, 500 m.). A lack of marine fossils and an abundance of carbonace-

ous debris and coal streamers in the upper section exposed near

Repulse Point suggest that the beds were deposited as subaerial

deltaic topset beds - i. e., swamp, channel fill and/or levee. The

horizontally bedded sandstones with parting lineations indicate fluvial

deposition in the lower and upper flow regime (Reineck and Singh,

1975; Pettijohn and Potter, 1977). Convolute bedding also present

in these deposits has been reported from river flood plains of inter-

distributary areas, tidal sandbars, river point bars and natural

levees of distributary channels (Coleman and Gagliano, 1965; McKee,

1966, and Wunderlick, 1967 in Reineck and Singh, 1975, p. 78-79).

The interbeds of laminated mudstone overlain by bleached and bur-

rowed silty layers suggest the formation of a soil horizon (Fig. 5).

However, roots which are characteristic of soil layers were not

observed (Coleman, 1969).

In conclusion, an upward coarsening of grain size is observed

from offshore delta front deposits to nearshore and shore, beach and
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tidal sediments. This is followed by a decrease in grain size of

continental fluvial, swamp and marsh deposits. With the close of

Extension-Protection deposition, an increase of offshore marine

Cedar District sedimentation occurred.

Cedar District Formation

Nomenclature. In the Nanaimo Basin, the name Cedar District

was selected by Clapp and Cooke (1917) for the thin-bedded, sandy

shales which conformably overlie the Protection sandstones. The

Cedar District crops out in a depression from the mouth of the

Nanaimo River to Ladysmith Harbor, and along the coast south of

Dodd Narrows, where Muller and Jeletzky (1970) measured 1, 100

feet (340 m.) of type section. Cedar District is a political region

of this area.

Prior to 1970, when Muller and Jeletzky extended the forma-

tion names of the Nanaimo Basin to the Comox Basin, the strati-

graphic equivalent of the Cedar District in the Comox Basin was

designated as the Trent River Formation. This name was chosen by

Williams, in 1924, for the five and one-hall miles (9 km.) of mud-

stone exposed along the lower Trent River (Usher, 1952).

General Stratigraphy. The Cedar District Formation is exposed

along nearly the entire length of the western coast of Denman Island

(Plate 1). Proceeding along the beach, the Cedar District Formation
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is first encountered south of Henry Bay near the boundary of Sections

28 and 32. It can be followed to an area one-half mile (0.8 km.)

southeast of Repulse Point. Along this stretch it is only intermittently

covered by beach gravel in areas immediately south of Denman Point

and north and south of Metcalf Bay. Southeast of Repulse Point, the

beach is covered by cobbles and boulders, but Cedar District Forma-

tion is again exposed in a small embayment one-fourth mile (0.4 km.)

northwest of Boyle Point. Around Boyle Point, to the eastern side

of Denman Island, Cedar District mudstones crop out in an area

between Eagle Rock and Denmari Island.

Inland from the beach, the Cedar District Formation extends

to the base of the high ridge which trends down the center of the

island, and may be up to a mile (1. 6 km.) in width. In this area

the formation is generally covered bya thin veneer of glacial drift

and is only exposed in a few roadside cuts. In a region east of the

high ridge, from the Beaver Pond on the Pickles Road, southeast to

the Woodham Road, the Cedar District Formation is repeated because

of faulting in this area.

The lower contact of the Cedar District Formation with the

Extension-Protection Formation was not observed. The upper con-

tact with the overlying DeCourcey Formation was exposed at five

different localities on the island. Although, the character of the

contact varies across the island, it was found to be gradational at
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At the south end of the island, near Eagle Rock, the contact

passes from normally graded sandstone, siltstoneand mudstone beds

to structureless sandstones over an interva.l of 15 feet (5 m.). In the

embayment on the west coast, immediately north of Boyle Point,

structureless mudstone was found to grade up into sandstone and

conglomerate within ten feet (3 m.).

Toward the center of the island, the upper contact was observed

in a roadcut on Denman Road. Here the mudstones are replaced with

normally graded sandstone to mudstone units and finally structureless

sandstone over an interval of 15 feet (Sm.).

On Northwest Road, at the north end of the island, the contact

is exposed in the cliff face above the road. Here the mudstones grade

into pebbly mudstones and pebble conglomerates over a span of 30

feet (9 m.), The contact is also believed to be exposed on the beach

near the boundary of Sections 28 and 32. Although, faulting and beach

cover obscure this interval, it appears that the normally graded

sandstone to mudstone units grade up into sandstones and conglomer-

ates within 40 feet (12 m,).

The thickness of the Cedar District Formation was determined

by assuming that a complete, unfaulted section exists from the lower

contact north of the ferry landing to the upper contact on the ridge

trending down the center of the island. By using an average dip of
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ten degrees, a thickness of 900 feet (275 in.) was obtained.

This measurement compares well with Richardson's (1878)

estimate of 1, 000 feet (300 m.) for the thickness of the Cedar District

Formation. In 1924, Williams reported that a borehole at the south

end of Denrnan Island (the precise location is not known), penetrated

1, 300 feet (400 m.) of mudstone (Usher, 1952). This greater thick-

ness may have resulted from the combined thickness of the Cedar

District and Haslam mudstones because of the pinching out of the

Extension-Protection sandstones in this area.

The Cedar District Formation on Denman Island has been divided

into a lower and upper section for descriptive purposes. The lower

section is composed of rhythmically bedded sandstone and mudstone

units which grade up into mudstones near the top of the section. This

same sequence also characterizes the upper section,

The lower section of the Cedar District Formation is observed

on the beach from south of Denman Point to north of the ferry landing

where the Extension-Protection sandstones and conglomerates crop

out. Proceeding southeast along the beach the section is again en-

countered south of the ferry landing to the boundary of Sections 12

and 12A. The mudstones which are exposed from Metcalf Bay to east

of Repulse Point (excluding those of the Extension-Protection Forma-

tion) are believed to represent the lower section. However, cornplec

faulting in this area makes it difficult to place these rocks
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stratigraphically.

Above the Extension-Protection Formation near the ferry land-

ing the basal part of the lower section is characterized by one-half to

four foot (0. 2 to 1. 2 m.) normally graded sandstone, siltstone and

mudstone packets. At the base of the section the sandstone beds are

three inches (8 cm.) thick and thin to one-half inch (1.5 cm.) near

the top of the section. The very fine- to medium-grained sandstones

are in sharp basal contact with the mudstones. They are medium

dark gray (N 4) on a fresh surfa.ce and weather to medium dark gray

(N 5) or olive gray (5Y 4/1). Convolute bedding (Fig. 8) and parting

lineation are common. Sandstones near the base of the section show

BCDE Bouma divisions (Bou.ma, 1962) and BCE Bouma divisions

become more abundant toward the top. To the south of Denman

Point, light gray (N 7) micritic sandstone concretions up to 12 feet

(4 m.) long occur in the sandstone beds.

The interbeds of mucistone are locally silty, with alternating

thin laminations of siltstone and niudstone occurring. The mu.dstones

are dark greenish gray (5GY 4/1) to medium dark gray (N 4) and

weather into platy chips one and one-half inches (4 cm.) long which

are olive gray (5Y 4/1). Near the base of the section the mudstones

contain fragmented thin-shelled pelecypods. Toward the top of this

interval, concretions and burrows become abundant. To the south

of Denman Point, thick shelled molluscs in ornate, horizontal burrows
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Figure 8. Cedar District lower unit normally graded sandstone, siltstone
and mudstone beds, located one-third mile (0.5 km.) southeast
of the wpt coast ferry landing. Note convolute bedding in the
lower sandstone beds and the laminations in the upper bed.
Brunton compass for scale.
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occur on the top of the siltstone beds. Also found in a mudstone

interbed of this area was a fragmented ammonite filled with fossili-

ferous and carbonaceous debris.

Toward the top of the lower section the sandstone beds thin as

they pass into mudstones. It also appears that along strike the sand-

stone beds pinch out toward the south, as the lower section in that

area is dominated by mudstones. Locally, the rnudstones are lami-

nated to thin-bedded with intercalated siltstone beds. Elongate lenses

of micritic mudstone concretions up to one foot (0. 3 m.) thick and

several feet long are common on the bedding planes. Near Metcalf

Bay the concretions occur as septarian nodules with sparry calcite-

filled cracks. These weather to grayish red (1OR 4/2) and are

medium dark gray (N 4) on a fresh surface.

Sandstone dikes, with an average width of one-half foot (0. 2 rn.)

and a maximum width of four feet (1. 2 rn.), are common near the top

of the lower section. The dikes are usually medium- to coarse-

grai.aed and tight brownish gray (YR 6/1) to brownish gray (5YR 4/i)

on a fresh surface and weather to a light olive gray (5Y 6/1). The

wider dikes contain one to two inch (2. to 5. 0 cm.) mudstone rip-ups

on their exterior sides and the rip-ups and sand grains are aligned

parallel to the outer waUs of the dikes. No prevailing strike or orien-

tation of the dikes was noted.

The upper section crops out from Denman Point to the upper
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contact with the DeCourcey Formation at the boundary of Sections 28

and 32. It was also observed from the boundary of Sections 12 and 12A,

south to Metcalf Bay, and again from east of Repulse Point, south to

Boyle Point. Cedar District outcrops in Sections 13 and 17 are also

thought to be from the upper section.

The basal part of the upper section is again characterized by

an influx of sand, forming normally graded beds of sandstone, silt-

stone and mudstone. The sandstones are fine- to medium-grained

and become coarse-grained in the northwest. The thickness of the

sandstone beds also increases from two inches (5 cm.) in the south-

east to 18 inches (0. 5 m.) in the northwest. The sandstones are

greenish gray (5GY 6/1) to dark greenish gray (5GY 4/1) on a fresh

surface and display a weathered color of light olive gray (5Y 6/1).

Sandstone beds to the southeast show ABCE and ABCDE Bouma divi-

sions (Fig. 9) while those to the northwest are characterized by ABE

sequences (Bouma, 1962).

Throughout this basal section there is an abundance of trace

fossils, burrows and fragmented Inoceramus shells. Trace fossils

are particularly ample near Sections 12 and 12A, in which Zoophycos

and Scolicia (Fig. 9) occur on the bedding planes of the sandstones

and siltstones.

The top of the upper section is dominated by mudstones with

rare sandstone and silty micrite beds, and common micritic mudstone
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Figure 9. At the top, Cedar District upper unit sandstone showing AB CE Bouma
division. Sample CD-37, from the west coast beach in the southeast
quarter of Section 12. At the bottom, trace fossil resembling Scolicia,
found on the bedding planes of sandstones near sample CD-37.

54
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concretions. The color of the rnudstones is similar to that described

in the lower section. Upon wettierirxg, the mudstones break into

chips which are less platy than those of the lower section and show

more of a conchoidal fracture. The rare silty micrite beds crop

out north of Denman Point and east of Repulse Point. They are from

three to six inches (8 to 15 cm.) thick with a fresh color of medium

dark gray (N 4) and a weathered color of olive gray (5Y 4/i). They

are in sharp basal contact with the mudstones below. Vertical bur-

rows from the siltstones to the overlying mudstones are present,

and near Repulse Point, ? Planolites, Taenidium and Chondrites are

abundant on the bedding planes of the siltstones. In Section 17, lenti-

cular bedding with the intercalated siltstones is common and

Teichichnus is present.

This part of the formation has micritic mudstone concretions

varying in size and shape from one inch (2. 5 cm.) balls to nine foot

(3 m.) lenses that are one foot (0. 3 n-i.) thick. The concretions tend

to show a. size increase toward the upper contact near the boundary

of Sections 28 and 32. They generally display a fresh surface of

brownish gray (5YR 4/1) and weather to light olive gray (5Y 6/1).

The smaller concretions yield arthropod appendages and shell debris.

On cliff exposures the mudstones of the upper section weather

out in spheroidal pseudo-concretions. Dikes are also abundant

through this interval, although they are not as wide as those of
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the lower section,

Lithology. Mudstone samples from the lower section near

Repulse Point, and from the upper section on Denman Road, were

X- rayed for clay mineralogies (Appendix C). Both samples showed

similar diffraction patterns with abundant kaolinite and illite, and

some beidellite. Sample CD-32, from the lower section contains

abundant chlorite and some chlorite intergrades, while sample CD-28,

from the upper section, shows the reverse. This difference is prob-

ably caused by the weathering of the sample X- rayed.

Three thin sections of the Cedar District sandstones were

point counted (Appendix E). Sample CD-37 (Fig. 11) is from the

base of the upper section, while S-5 is from close to the upper con-

tact with the DeCourcey Formation. Sample A-89 is from Section 13

on Denma.n Road and is believed to be from the upper section also.

Textural maturity of these sandstones ranges from submature to

mature, with clay matrix comprising from two to ten percent of the

rocks. Sorting ranges from poor in the medium-grained sandstones

to well in the fi.ne-grained sandstones. Angular to subrounded clasts

are present in all the samples. The sandstones are considered to

be compositionally immature and are classif-ied as lithic wackes and

arkosic to lithic arenites (Fig, 10).

In decreasing abundance, the framework grains consist of rock

fragments, plagioclase, normal quartz, potassium feldspar,
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Figure 11. Photomicrograph of arkosic-lithic arenite. Note moderate sorting, angular to
subrounded grains, and alignment of biotite (B). Matrix is composed of re-
crystallized clays and calcite. Crossed nicols. Sample CD-37, Cedar District

Figure 12

upper unit sandstone, located in Section 12.

58

Photomicrograph of micritic sandstone concretion showing abundant glauconite (G),
microspar-replaced intraclasts (i) biotite(B) and quartz(9) in a micrite matrix.
Note glauconite filling of ?foraminifera test in the center of the photograph. Plane

light. Sample CD-l4, Cedar District lower unit sandstone, located 0.6 miles (1 km.
northwest of the west coast ferry landing.
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undulatory quartz, biotite, polycrystalline quartz and chert. There

are minor amounts 01 chlorite, muscovite, magnetite, carbonaceous

material and heavy minerals; epidote, zircon and garnet, also are

pr e s e nt.

Rock fragments consist mainly of andesite, basalt, granodiorite,

devitrified chert and rare phyllite. Orthoclase is the most abundant

potassium feldspar, while plagioclase is mainly oligoclase and ande-

sine (Ang to An38). The amount of plagioclase tends to increase

toward the overlying contact with the DeCourcey Formation. All

sandstone samples contain both fresh and weathered plagioclase.

Both undulatory quartz and biotite show higher percentages in the

Cedar District sandstones than other sandstones on the island.

The fine-grained sandstones are cemented with recrystallized

clay and minor amounts of calcite and iron oxide. The sandstones

from near the Cedar District - DeCourcey contact show a cement

of calcite and minor recrystallized clay and iron oxides. Rock

fragments in these samples are altered to chlorite and calcite, and

calcite has also replaced the quartz and feldspar grains of the sample

from near the overlying contact.

A micritic mudstone (A-66) and a micritic sandstone (CD- 14)

concretion from the lower section were examined microscopically.

The micritic mudstone concretion is composed of 80% microspar

cement, with 10% fine-grained clasts of quartz plagioclase,



glauconite and sparry calcite-filled voids. Disseminated pyrite

makes up the remaining 10% of the rock. The micritic sandstone

concretion (Fig. 12) consists of 30% micrite cement, and 30 round to

elongate microspar replaced intraclasts up to 0. 5 mm. in diameter.

The remaining 40% is made up of glauconite up to 0. 3 mm. in diame-

ter, and angular fine-grained quartz, biotite and plagioclase.

Paleodispersal Patterns and Postulated Source Areas. Paleo-

current data collected from the Cedar District includes both uni- and

bidirectional paleodispersal measurements found on beach from north

of Metcalf Bay to immediately north of Denman Point (Fig. 13). Only

two unidirectional measurements were obtained: one from a flame

structure, the other from trough cross-bedding. These two directions

indicate a N. 18°E. mean with a 530 standard deviation. Bidirectional

indicators were measured from parting lineations and symmetric

small current ripple beds. They resulted in a N 80 E.±49 dis-

persal direction. A statistical combination of these two means and

standard deviations revealed a N. 71 °E±47 0 direction of transport.

A Rayleigh test of significance shows these data to be at least 70%

significant (Curray, 1956).

Paleocurrent data for the Cedar District rocks indicates a

near westerly source area. The composition of the Cedar District

sandstones is similar to those of the Extension-Protection Formation

and implies similar source areas. Therefore, only the gross
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Figure 13. Paleocurrent data for the Cedar Disict Formation. Unidirectional ffie5UTemeflts
are plotted in the outer circle. Bidirectional data is represented in the center circle,
with the scale showing the number of readings in each 150 interval.



variations will be highlighted in this section, and one is referred to

section Extension- Protection formation - Paleodispersai. Patterns

and Postulated Source Areas for a more detailed study.

The Cedar District sandstones of the basal part of the upper

section have lower volcanic/igneous rock fragment, and normal

quartz/other stable grains ratios than the Extension-Protection sand-

st;ones. This indicates an increase in supply of sediment from an

igneous source during Cedar District deposition. The feldspar

grains are both fresh and weathered, subangular, axil smaller than

the quartz fragments, implying a tectonically active source area,

greater distance of transport, and erosion taking place in a humid

and/or warm source area (Folk, 1968). The abundance of biotite

may reflect: 1. a higher erosion/weathering rate in the source area

and/or 2. an accumulation of biotite with the finer grained sandstones

as a result of its hydraulic equivalence to smaller grain sizes. Heavy

minerals present are epidote, zircon, garnet and magnetite. The

addition of zircon to the sediments may indicate that older sediments

are being reworked, as it is able to withstand prolonged abrasion

and chemical attack. Garnet is indicative of a plutonic, metamorphic

or pegmatitic source (Pettijohn, 1975). Toward the Cedar District -

DeCourcey contact there is an increase in plagioclase and rock frag-

ments, implying an increase in the supply of volcanic sediments to

the depositional basin.
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Clay mineralogy may be used to aid in the determination of

provenance. However, research indica.tes that the clays are subject

to alteration upon burial, and a combined detrital - diagenetic origin

must be considered (Nichols, 1970; Triplehorn, 1970). Cedar District

mudstones show an abundance of kaolinite, which indicates that ero-

sion took place in an acid, oxidizing environment where precipitation

was greater than evaporation. The occurrence of illite may imply

a metamorphic source. However, both kaolinite and montmorillonite

alter to illite upon exposure to sea water. Chlorite may signify a

volcanic or metamorphic source, but the chlorite may also have

resulted from the conversion of montmorillonite in sea water. Chior-

ite intergrades are alteration products of both illite and vermiculite

(Carroll, 1974).

In conclusion, sediment supply during Cedar District deposition

was mainly being contributed from plutonic (Island Intrusives) and

volcanic (Bonanza Subgroup and Karmutsen Formation) sources.

Except for the plagioclase arenite of the Extension-Protection Forma-

tion, the Cedar District rocks record the greatest supply of detritus

from an igneous source. Toward the upper contact with the DeCourcey

Formation, a volcanic source once again dominates the sediment

supply.

Environments of Deposition. The normally graded packets of

sandstone, siltstone and mudstone of the basal part of the lower and
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upper sections cf the Cedar District Formation are characteristic

of sedimentation resu.lting from turbidity currents (.ouma, 19b2;

Kuenen, 1965). Sedimentary features present in the Cedar District

packets which are characteristic of turbidites include: uniform lateral

extent of the beds, sharp basal contact of the sandstones, local small

scale scour-and-fill, and graded, convolute and laminated bedding

occurring as Bouma divisions.

Turbidite sedimentation has been described from a wide range

of depositional environments such as fjords, lakes, deltas, reefs

and carbonate shelf margins and submarine fans (Selley, 1970;

Reineck and Singh, 1975). Lateral and vertical facies changes, faunal

assemblages and sedimentary structures present in the Cedar District

Formation favor a deltaic depositional environment for the turbidite

deposits. Within deltas, turbidites have been identified from the

distal delta front (Dott, 1964) and prodelta (Selley, 1970) subenviron-

merits

The Bouma divisions of the lower section turbidites are com-

monly BCDE and BCE, which suggests interchannel and/or proximal

deposition (Bouma, 1962; Nelson and KuIm, 1973). The interbedded

mudstones are locally intercalated with siitstones and shell debris at

the base of the section. This is typical of prodelta deposition near

the delta front (Coleman and Gagliano, 1965). The presence of

glauconite in the micritic sandstone concretions indicates formation
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of the concretions in marine waters of normal salinity, slightly

reducing and current agitated conditions with slow sedimentation

rates at depths from 60 to 2,400 feet (18 to 730 m.) (Pettijohn, 1975).

Slow sedimentation rates, characteristic of distal prodeltas, are also

indicated by the abundance of horizontal burrow and trace fossils on

the bedding planes. Locally, the occurrence of molluscs with ornate

burrows may imply that sedimentation occurred in a distal bar where

the salinity was reduced by river water and nutrients were supplied

(Coleman and Gagliano, 1965).

The turbidite deposits of the upper section have Bouma divisions

ABCDE, BCDE, and ABE, which suggest proximal deposition (Bouma,

1962). An abundance of Zoophycos and other trace fossils on the

bedding surfaces is indicative of an environment with a low sedimenta-

tion rate occurring at intermediate water depths, possibly in prodelta

or distal delta front areas.

It is interesting to note at this point the paleodispersal data of

the Cedar District Formation, as most measurements were obtained

from the basal part of the upper section (Fig. 13). If the normally

graded packets of the upper section are continuous along strike, the

paleodispersal pattern may indicate a fan deposit from a point source

as in submarine fans; or as slope deposits from a lobate high project-

ing from the west, as in fluvial dominated deltas (Galloway, 1975).

If the beds are not continuous along the length of the west coast of



Denman Island, a switching of deltaic lobes or source area is sug-

gested by the dispersal pattern.

The upper parts of the lower and upper sections are dominated

by mudstone deposits which accumulated by settling of sediment from

suspension. An abundance of mjcrjtic mudstone concretion lenses

in the mudstones may have resulted from diagenetic calcite cementa-

tion cf lag deposits consisting of organic and shell material. Lag

and mudstone deposits are characteristic of bottomset deltaic shelf

facies and topset deltaic interdistributary bays (Coleman and Gagliano,

1965).

In the lower section, an absence of shallow water features in

the mudstones and the presence of glauconite in the mudstone micritic

concretions may inthcate a deeper water environment. Coleman and

Gagliano (1965) state that d.eltaic interdistributary bays are rarely

deeper than 12 feet (4 m,) and that often glauconite is winnowed from

the clays and accumulates in the lag deposits of shelf facies.

The upper section mudstones, in Section 17 on Denman Road,

show lenticular bedding with intercalated siitstones and abundant plant

debris, both characteristic of interdistributary bays. The presence

of Teichichnus also indicates a shallow water environment of rapid

sedimentation (Howard, 1975). The silty micrite beds at the north

end of the island and near Repulse Point may have formed during a

period cf little clastic input during which pelagic sediments were able
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to accumulate. The abundance of horizontal trace fossils on the beds

near Repulse Point also implies a slow sedimentation rate.

Toward the top of the lower and upper sections sandstone

dikes become abundant. Blattetal. (1972) state that dikes are

probably the result of liquification of sand after shallow burial and

that they can extend either up or down. Sandstone dikes have been

related to unstable areas in which slumping occurs, possibly indicat-

ing a delta front slope area (Pettijohn, 1975).

Cedar District lower section sediments show an upward fining

of grain size from the Extension-Protection sediments, indicating

deposition as deltaic topset and foreset beds (distal bar and prodelta)

to deltaic bottomset beds (shelf facies). The base of the upper

section is again characterized by an influx of detritus which repre-

sents distal delta front and prodelta sedimentation. Toward the

overlying contact with the DeCourcey Formation grain size becomes

finer and locally represents deposition in a deltaic interdistributary

bay.

DeCourcey Formation

Nomenclature . The DeCourcey Formation was named by

Clapp (1912) for the gray-yellowish brown, coarse-grained sand-

stones which overlie the Cedar District Formation. The formation

type locality occurs on the islands of the DeCourcey Group, south of



Gabriola Island, in the Nanaimo Basin.

In the Comox Basin, the stratigraphic equivalent of the

DeCourcey Formation at one time was called the Denman Forma-

tion. It was named by Williams in 1924, for the conglomerates,

sandstones and minor amounts of mudstones which make up the core

of Denman Island (Usher, 1952). This name was dropped by Muller

and Jeletzky (1970) and the name DeCourcey was extended from the

Nanaimo Basin.

General Stratigraphy. The DeCourcey Formation makes up

the backbone of Denman Island, covering a one mile (1. 6 km.) strip

from the southern tip of Henry Bay, southeast to Boyle Point and

Chrome Island (Plate 1). The best exposures occur along the beach.

Conglomerates and sandstones crop out for one mile (1. 6 km. ) from

the boundary of Sections 28 and 32 north to Henry Bay. At Henry Bay,

thick Pleistocene deposits cover the DeCourcey Formation. On the

east coast of the island, the DeCourcey Formation crops out from

directly east of Graham Lake in Section 14, southeast to Boyle Point.

Sandstones and conglomerates are exposed in both wave-cut terraces

and cliffs along this stretch. On the western shore of Denman Island

from Boyle Point, north to three-fourths mile (1.2 km.) southeast

of Repulse Point, DeCourcey exposures occur only in the wave-cut

cliffs, as the beaches are covered with cobble-to-boulder-size debris

from the cliffs above,



A few outcrops also occur in the interior of the island. These

are mainly localized on the anti-dip slopes of cuestas, along fault-

line scarps, and in road cuts and gravel pits. Excellent exposures

occur at Graham Lake, the old garbage dump in Section 21 and the

sandstone quarry in Section 18. In the interior of the island, the

western boundary of the IJeCourcey Formation is marked by the

lowlands of the Cedar District which flank the west side of the cuesta

which trends down the center of the island. The eastern boundary is

not as well marked and aerial photographs were used to infer the

contact with the Northumberland mudstones.

The lower contact of the DeCourcey Formation with the Cedar

District Formation was observed at five different localities and was

discussed in the previous section. The upper contact with the overly-

ing Northumberland Formation is exposed along the beach in the

southeast quarter of Section 14. The contact is gradational over a

15 foot (5 m.) interval in which sandstones pass up into normally

graded sandstone, siltstone and mudstone beds. Fiske (1977) also

described the upper contact of the DeCourcey Formation on Hornby

Island as being gradational from thick-bedded sandstones to laminated

mudstones over an interval of 50 feet (15 m.).

An accurate thickness of the DeCourcey Formation is difficult

to secure because of complex faulting and uncertainty in the placement

of the contact with the overlying Northumberland Formation in the
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interior of the island. An estimate of the thickness was obtained by

trigonometrically calculating the maximum and minimum thickness

for the DeCourcey Formation from several geologic cross sections

of the island. The highest minimum of 945 feet (288 m.) and the

lowest maximum of 995 feet (303 m.) were then averaged for a thick-

ness of 970 feet (295 m.). This method does not take into considera-

tion any variation in thickness along strike. However, the thickness

does compare well with estimates of 900 to 1, 000 feet (275 to 305 m.)

by previous writers for the thickness of the DeCourcey Formation in

the Comox Basin (Usher, 1952).

Vertically and laterally the stratigraphic sequences of the

DeCourcey Formation are variable. However, the formation can be

divided into three units for descriptive purposes. These three units

are the result of observations of the lower contacts on the west side

of Denman Island, along strike sections of the DeCourcey rocks

cropping out on the southeast coast of the island, and the DeCourcey

rocks exposed on the south coast of Hornby Island.

The lower unit is dominated by thick- to very thick-bedded

sandstones. The thickness of individual sandstone units ranges from

ten feet (3 m.) near the south end of the island and at the boundary

of Sections 28 to 32 near the north end, to 60 feet (18 m. ) at Eagle

Rock and 150 feet (45 m.) at the sandstone quarry in Section 18. The

fine- to medium- grained sandstones appear light bluish gray (5B 7/1)
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on a fresh surface and weather to a dusky yellow (5Y 64) or light

olive gray (5Y 5/2).

The sandstones near Eagle Rock appear to be structureless

over the entire 60 foot interval. At the base, the sandstone beds

become thicker at the expense of the mudstone beds as they grade up

from the underlying normally graded packets. These graded sand-

stones contain mudstone rip-ups at their bases and the mudstones are

rich with carbonaceous debris and Inoceramus shells. At the top of

the lower unit near Eagle Rock, the 60 foot sandstone bed grades up

into a two foot (0, 6 m.) thick bed of carbonaceous silty sandstone

which weathers to a grayish orange (1OYR 74). This silty sandstone

layer contains wood fragments up to four inches (10 cm.) long and is

in sharp upper contact with a six foot (2 m.) thick overlying, normally

graded sandstone, siltstone and mudstone packet.

The lower unit sandstones at the sandstone quarry are thick-

bedded with two to four inch (5 to 10 cm,) thick siltstone and mudstone

partings at two to twelve foot (0.6 to 3.5 m.) intervals. The siltstone

beds weather to a dark yellowish brown (1OYR 4/2) and are laminated,

with common alternating layers of mudstone or carbonaceous debris.

The sandstone beds are in sharp but concordant contact with the

underlying siltstone beds and locally contain mudstone rip-ups at

their base. These sandstone beds grade up into the siltstone beds.

Rare, whole Inoceramus shells have been found in the sandstone
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layers (Kirk, per.comm.).

The rocks of the middle unit are conglomerates and sandstones

with minor siltstones and mudstones; this unit comprises most of the

thickness of the DeCourcey Formation. Along the beach, this unit

can be observed from immediately northwest of Eagle Rock to the

southeast quarter of Section 14. Over this interval, two sequences

were most often observed. The first consists of normally graded

beds of conglomerate, sandstone and mudstone, each being in sharp

basal contact with the underlying beds. The second sequence may be

a variation of the first sequence, and is made up of alternating beds

of conglomerate and sandstone which grade into one another, and may

eventually pass up or laterally into siltstones and mudstones.

The conglomerates are generally in sharp basal contact with

the underlying beds, and often show scour-and-fill or channel erosion

(Fig. 14). The thickness of the conglomerate beds ranges from under

one foot (0. 3 m.) to near 30 feet (9 m.), with an average thickness

of eight feet (2,5 rn.). Color ranges from light bluish gray (5B 7/1)

to medium bluish gray (5B 5/1) on a fresh surface, and from dark

yellowish brown (1OYR 4/2) to grayish brown (5YR 3/2) on a weathered

surface. Locally, bedding is apparent in the conglomerates with

crude alignment of the long axes of the clasts, or an alternation in

the size of the clasts. Irnbrication of clasts was rarely noted. The

thicker conglomerate beds are thinly to thickly cross-bedded with
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inclined conglomerate beds grading into inclined thin-bedded pebbly

sandstone units. Soft sediment deformation flames were also observed

at the base of the conglomerate beds (Fig. 15).

The conglomerates generally grade up into sandstone beds that

have an average thickness of six feet (2 m.). The sandstones are

fine- to medium-grained, with fresh surface colors of light bluish

gray (5B 7/1) to greenish gray (5GY 6/l) and weathered surface

colors of dusky yellow (5Y 6/4). Most of the sandstones appear

structureless, but locally they contain mudstone rip-ups and are

laminated.

At several localities the sandstones grade up into thinly lami-

nated siltstone and mudstone beds, which do not exceed eight feet

(2.5 m.) in thickness. These beds are highly carboniferous and

locally contain streamers of coal. The siltstone beds vary in color

from yellowish gray (5Y 8/1) to medium gray (N 5) depending on

the abundance of carbonaceous matter and weathering. Small ripple

bedding was also observed

Two-thirds of the way up in the middle unit, between Morrison

Cave and the boundary of Sections 8 and 9, a laminated to thin-bedded,

medium-grained sandstone unit exists. It is 70 feet (21 m.) thick.

Over this thickness, only twice is it partially interrupted by two foot

(0. 6 m.) thick lenses of conglomerate which pinch out to the northwest.

Below the 70 foot sandstone of the middle unit only carbonaceous
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Figure 14. DeCourcey middle unit conglomerates and sandstones displaying scour-and-fill
contact. Note the soft sediment deformation contact of the sandstone bed with
underlying laminated siltstones. Also note the crude alignment of the conglomer-
ate clastt. Outcrop located along the beach in the southwest quarter of Section 32.

Figure 15. Soft sediment deformation flame in DeCourcey middle unit conglomerates and
sandstones. The flame suggests a paleoslope to the right ( northwest). Outcrop

located along the east coast, immediately south of the boundary between
Sections 9 and 14.

74
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debris and rare fragmented Inoceramus shells were found. Above

this unit organic matter was more diverse. In an eight foot (2. 5 rn.)

thick, laminated mudstone layer, wood debris up to three inches

(7.5 cm.) long, horizontal and vertical burrows, gastropods, arthro-

pod appendages and thin shelled pelecypods were found. Separate

conglomerate beds contain a high- spiraled gastropod, an ammonite, a

tree cone, and a seven inch (18 cm.) long wood fragment filled with

burrows one-half inch (1.3 cm.) in diameter. The interior of the

gastropod is filled with sand identical to that of the conglomerate

matrix. The ammonite (Fig. 16) is also filled with sand, but it is

much finer grained than that of the conglomerate matrix. A subangu-

lar boulder of sandstone, three feet (ljm.) long, occurs in the same

conglomerate unit as the ammonite and is composed of fine-grained

sandstone similar to that which fills the ammonite.

The individual beds of the middle unit lens or pinch out to the

northeast, along strike.

The upper unit consists of 150 feet (45 m.) of laminated to thin-

bedded sandstones with local partings of siltstone and mudstone. This

section was observed along the beach in the southeast quarter of

Section 14 on Denman Island. The sandstone beds are 35 feet (11 m.)

thick at the base of this section and thin to eight feet (2, 5 n-i.) thick

near the upper contact. The sandstones are fine- to medium-grained

and have a fresh color of light olive gray (5Y 6/1) and weather to
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Figure 16. Sand-filled animonite clast in DeCourcey middle unit conglomerate. Note
the poor sorting of the conglomerate and the abundant mudstone rip-up clasts.
Outcrop located on the east coast, at the boundary of Sections 9 and 14.
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yellowish gray (5Y 7/2). The interbeds of thinly laminated to lami-

nated and small ripple bedded silty sandstones, siltstones and mud-

stones are six inches (15 cm,) thick. The siltstone and sandone

layers show a fresh surface of medium gray (N 5) and a weathered

surface of light olive gray (5Y 6/1). These beds are highly carboni-

ferous with coal streamers one millimeter in thickness, and wood

fragments up to two inches (5 cm.) in diameter. Bioturbation and a

trace fossil resembling Teichichnus are also present (Hantzchel,

1975).

The sandstones of the DeCourcey Formation weather into a

honeycomb pattern (Fig. 27, see Geornorphology - Weathering and

Soils, this text). The sandstones of the upper unit and the 70 foot

thick sandstone bed of the middle unit also weather into a beehive

type pattern.

Lithology. The conglomerates of the DeCourcey Formation are

moderately to well sorted, with subangular to rounded pebbles,

cobbles and boulders. Boulders up to three feet (1 m.) in length

locally occur, but clast length is usually from one to one and one-half

inches (2.5 to 4 cm.).

Five pebble counts of the DeCourcey conglomerates were

performed (Appendix C). In decreasing abundance the clasts consist

of basalt, andesite, foliated metamorphics, chert, diorites and

greenstone, with minor amounts of qua.rtzite, sandstone, granitics
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and rhyolite. With the amount of data, a statistical determination

of variation in the clast make up of the conglomerates is restricted.

However, along strike and toward the top of the section, there appears

to be a decrease in the number of basalt clasts and an increase in the

percentage of chert clasts. Mudstone rip-ups, up to one foot (0. 3 m.)

in length, and micritic mudstone concretions are locally components

of the conglomerates, but they did not show up in the pebble count

lithologies.

Thin section A-48, from the conglomerate matrix of the middle

section, was examined microscopically. The matrix is medium- to

coarse-grained, moderately sorted sandstone with subangular to sub-

rounded grains cemented with recrystallized clays, calcite and hema-

tite. Compositionally, it is identical to that of the other DeCourcey

sandstones examined.

Ten DeCourcey sandstones were examined for textural maturity.

Grain size ranges from fine sand to very fine pebble, sorting from

poor to well, and rounding from angular to subrounded. Textural

maturity for nine samples is submature, while sample C- 13 from the

upper section is well sorted and is texturally mature. Five samples

were point counted (Appendix E) and aie classified as arkosic wacke,

lithic arenite and volcanic arkosic arenite (Fig. 17). All these

samples are compositionally immature.

In decreasing abundance the sandstone clasts are composed of
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rock fragments, plagioclase, quartz, potassium feldspar, poly-

crystalline and undulatory quartz, and chert. Minor amounts of

biotite, chlorite, muscovite and carbonaceous matter are present.

Heavy minerals include: magnetite, hematite, zircon, tourmaline

and a rare sodic amphibole.

Rock fragments are composed of andesite, basalt, granodiorite

and devitrified volcanic glass. (See Figure 18 of thin section d-8

from the lower units, showing abundant rock fragments.) Minor

amounts of phyilite, sandstone, chalcedony- replaced volcanic glass

and mudstone rip-ups are present, The amount of volcanic rock

fragments tends to decrease toward the top of the section, and near

the top rare, micrographic intergrowths of quartz and feldspar

fragments occur.

Oligoclase and aridesine (An28 to An38) are the major plagLo-

clases. Orthoclase is the leading otas alum feldspar and is especially

abundant in thin section d-8 (Fig. 18) from the lower unit near Eagle

Rock. Overall the amount of feldspar was found to decrease toward

the top of the formation. Both fresh and weathered feldapars occur

throughout the DeCourcey sandstones. The amount of polycrystaU.ine

and undulatory quartz versus normal quartz increases toward the

upper contact, The amount of chert fragments also tends to increase

toward the top.

The sandstones in the lower unit are cemented either with
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Figure 18. Photomicrograph of volcanic arkosic arenite, showing abundant volcanic fragments
(R). Note the subangular to subrounded grains of potassium feldspar (F), quartz(9)
and plagioclase (F). Matrix is composed of recrystallized clays, iron oxide and
chlorite. Crossed nicols. Sample d-8, DeCourcey lower unit sandstone, located
near Eagle Rock.



recrystallized clay matrix and iron oxide, or with minor calcite and

zeolites. Toward the upper contact with the Northumberland Forma-

tjon the amount of calcite cement increases.

Diagenesis in the DeCourcey sandstones is similar to that in

the Cedar District Formation, with feldspars replaced by sericite

and calcite, and volcanic fragments altered to chlorite, sericite

and calcite. Toward the upper contact the amount of calcite replace-

ment increases, as calcite is fo4nd to replace quartz.

One mudstone sample, C-20, from the middle unit near the

ferry landing, was analyzed for clay mineralogy (Appendix C).

Kaolinite, illite and beidellite are abindant, with some chlorite and

chlorite intergrades present.

Paleodispersal Patterns and Postulated Source Areas. A large

number of paleodispersal measurements were taken from the

DeCourcey rocks cropping out across the island (Fig. 19). Uni-

directional data include measurements made fron soft sediment

deformation flames, asymmetrical ripples, imbricate pebbles and

cross-bedding. Bidirectional information was obtained from pebble

elongation, symmetric ripples, alignment of carbonaceous debris,

and parting lineation. Eleven unidirectional measurements revealed

a N. 32°W. paleodispersal direction, with a standard deviation of

79°. Eighty-five bidirectional measurements resulted in a

N. 23°W. ±42° dispersal direction. A statistical combination



Figure 19. Paleocurrent data for the DeCourcey Formation. Unidirectional measurements are
plotted in the outer circle. Bidirectional data is represented in the center circle,
with the scale showing the number of readings in each 150 interval.



of the two means and standard deviations showed a N. 23° W. ±47°

direction. These data ax 99+% significant according to the Rayleigh

test of significance (Curray, 1956).

A south to southeast source area is implied by the northwest

transport direction during DeCourcey sedimentation. The conglom-

erate clasts are most diagnostic of the source area. Approximately

half of the pebbles are rhyolite, ande site, dacite and basalt, mdi-

cating a volcanic source; and one-quarter are foliated metamorphics,

greenstone and quartzite, denoting a metamorphic provenance. The

remaining quarter is composed of granitics and diorites, signifying

plutonic source, and chert derived from a volcanic or limestone

provenance.

The combination of stable and unstable pebble lithologies sug-

gests that the source area was near (Abbot and Peterson, 1978). An

increase in the abundance of chert pebbles and a decrease in the per-

centage of basalt clasts toward the top of the formation and along

strike to the northwest reflects: 1. a direction of transport to the

northwest (chert is more durable and will survive longer distances

of transport), 2. the proximity to the source area (greater abundance

of basalt pebbles near the source), and/or 3. a change in provenance

from volcanic in the lower section to cherts in the upper section.

DeCourcey sandstones are compositionally similar to the other

sandstones on the island. A summary of provenances indicated by the



major detrital constituents is the section entitled Extension-Protec-

tion - Paleodispersal Patterns and Postulated Source Areas. In

reviewing the distribution and percentage of rock fragments, feld-

spars, quartz and mica grains throughout the DeCourcey sandstones,

three events or combination of events may have occurred. Going

toward the upper contact of the formation the postulations are as

follows: 1. the source area changed from dominantly volcanic to

volcanic, igneous, metamorphic and chert, 2. the rate of erosion

versus weathering in the source area decreased, and 3. the proximity

to the source area decreased, and length and time of transport in-

creased. Evidence supporting these speculations inclues: 1. an

increase in the percentage of igneous and metamorphic rock frag-

rnents, 2, an increase in stable grains, especially chert and poly-

crystalline quartz, 3. a decrease in abundance and increase in the

rounding of feldspar grains, 4. a decrease in the size of the feldspar

grains relative to the size of the quartz grains, and 5. a decrease

in the abundance of biotite toward the upper contact.

Micrographic intergrowths of feldspar nd quartz grains occur

in the upper half of the formation and imply an acidic igneous source,

most likely the Late Jurassic Island Intrusives.

The most abundant clay minerals present in the DeCourcey

mudstones are kaolinite, i.11ite and beidellite. The occurrence of

kaolinite reflects the warm, humid conditions of weathering in the



source area, and jute may be an alteration of other clays or deriva-

tion from a metamorphic source. Beidellite is a montmorillonite

and indicates a volcanic ash or an intermediate to basic source area.

In conclusion, the DeCourcey detritus characterizes the source
area as being dominantly volcanic (Karmutsen Formation and Bonanza

Subgroup) in the lower section. And toward the upper contact of the

formation, there is a gradual increase in sediments derived from

igneous (Island Intrusives), metamorphic (Youbou Formation) and

chert (Bonanza Subgroup, Buttle Lake Formation, and Quatsino

Formation) sources.

Environments of Deposition. An influx of coarse clastics

marks the commencement of DeCourcey sedimentation, Fluvial-

deltaic depositional environments are suggested by the sedimentary
features lithology, and lateral and vertical facies changes of the
rocks.

In the lower unit, the thick..bedded sandstones with carbonaceous

partings, cropping out at the sandstone quarry, are interpreted to be
delta sheet sands from distributary mouth bar deposition. Sedimen-

tary features present in these sandstones which are characteristic
of distributary mouth bars include: lack of fauna, coarse-grained
and moderately sorted sands, and a decrease in the number of silt-

stone partings toward the top of the unit (Coleman and Gagliano,

1965).
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The homogeneity of the sandstones near Eagle Rock can be

attributed to high sedimentation rates as found in distributary mouth bar

environments (Heckel, 1972). Vertical and lateral facies changes and

the biconvex form of the sandstone body are also typical of bar finger

sandstones from bar mouth sedimentation. Underlying the structure-

less sandstone body are normally graded packets of sandstone,

siltstone and mudstone containing abundant Inoceramus shells and

large plant fragments, which are characteristic of distal bar deposi-

tion (Coleman and Gagliano, 1965). At the top of the thick sandstone

unit is a siltstone layer laden with carbonaceous debris and convolute

deformation is present. These are common features of subaqueous

or subaerial levees (Coleman and Gagliano, 1965).

In the northwest quarter of Section 27, the base of the DeCourcey

Formation is represented by pebbly mudstones which grade up into

conglomerates. Pebbly mudstones have been reported from modern

submarine canyon mouths and are believed to have been deposited by

gravity induced, plastic mass-flow movement, possibly triggered by

slope failure during flood periods (Stanley, 1967). Slope deposition

in the prodelta or distal delta front environments is suggested for

the pebbly mudstones. It is interesting to note the lack of transitional

grain sizes between the mudstones and conglomerates and the lobate

outcrop pattern of the DeCourcey Formation in this area, Matthews

(1974) states that "progradation may be self limiting in the absence



of sufficient fine- grained sediments to produce an equilibrium profile

in deeper foresbore waters. H If this is indeed the case here, the

tongue-like projection of DeCourcey rocks may indicate the most

northwestward extent of deposition along a delta distributary channel.

The contact between the DeCourcey and Cedar District Forma-

tions along Sections 28 and 32 shows an alteration of distributary

mouth bar sandstones and distal bar mudstones and siltstones over

a 40 foot (12 m.) interval.

The conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone and mudstone beds

of the middle unit are typical of fluvial and deltaic deposition in sub-

aerial and subaqueous channels associated with a delta. The fining

upward sequence, from conglomerates to mudstones, basal scour-

and-fill and channel erosion, large scale cross-bedded conglomerates,

laminated and small scale climbing ripple-bedded sandstones, and

carbonaceous partings and coal streamers insiltstone and mudstone

beds are characteristic of braided stream cycles of channel aggrada-

tion (Miall, 1977; Doeglas, 1962). Alternating beds of conglomerate

and sandstone wjth gradational contacts represent waning energy

levels within the channels (Miall, 1977). An alluvial fan depositional

environment is also possible. However, mud flows typical of such

an environment are lacking (Reineck and Singh, 1975).

The 70 foot (20 m.) thick deposit of thick-bedded sandstones

of the middle unit are similar to those which crop out at the sandstone



quarry and are interpreted to be distributary mouth bar sediments

which formed a delta sheet sand. Below these sandstones, the near

absence of marine fossils and abundance of wood fragments tend to

indicate that the sediments were deposited subaerially. Above the

sandstone unit, marine fossils are more abundant which suggests

subaqueous deposition or reworking of braided river sediments de-

posited subaerially. However, Sam& s determination charts for the

environment of chert, basalt and quartzite pebbles (Appendix D) mdi-

cate that the conglomerates were deposited dominantly as littoral

sediments, with the middle unit lowest conglomerates plotting in

fluviatile-littora]. environments.

The large sand-filled ammonite found in the middle unit (Fig. 16)

is believed to have lived during DeCourcey deposition. The large size

of the amonite clast and the three foot (1 m.) sandstone boulders sug-

gest that they are from a nearby source. The tight grain packing

of the sandstone boulders and sand filling of the ammonite may signify

that the ammonite was originally deposited in a distributary mouth bar

(Coleman and Gagliano, 1965, indicate that compaction is high in this

area) and was later redeposited in a channel which cut into the mouth

bar sediments.

The DeCourcey upper unit is again characterized by thick-bedded

sandstones with carbonaceous silty partings which are locally ripple

laminated, indicating distributary mouth bar deposition. The



presence of the trace fossil Teichichnus also suggests an area of

rapid sedimentation and shallow water depths characteristic of mouth

bar areas (Howard, 1975). A decrease in the thickness of the sand-

stone beds toward the top of the formation marks the return to more

distal deltaic sedimentation.

In conclusion, the onset of DeCou.rcey deposition shows a

coarsening-upward sequence of grain size from distal, bar, distribu-

tary mouth bar and deltaic channel sediments to braided stream de-

posits and possible alluvial fan debris. Toward the middle of the

formation a fining of sediments occurs in which more distal deltaic

type deposits were formed. The upper part of the middle unit is

characterized by the return of coarse channel deposits which fine

into delta front sediments of the upper unit and more basinward

sediments of the Northumberland Formation.

Northumberland Formation

Nomenclature. In 1912, Clapp originally named the Northum-

berland Formation for the basal mudstone, middle coarse clastics

and upper mudstone sequence, overlying the Deourcey Formation, on

the southwest shore of Gabriola Island, in the Nanaimo Basin. The

Northumberland Channel, from which the formation derives its

name, borders Gabriola Island. Usher (1952) later designated the

conglomerate and sandstone unit as a middle member. In 1970,
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Muller redefined and retrjcted the Northumberland Formation to

the mudstones below the conglomerates and sandstones, and overlying

the DeCourcey Formation (Muller and Jeietzky, 1970).

The stratigraphic equivalents of the Northumberland Formation

in the Comox Basin were the Lambert (lower mudstones), Geoffrey

(middle coarse elastics), and Spray (upper mudstones) Formations

(Usher, 1952). Later, the Geoffrey and Spray formation names were

extended to the Nanaimo Basin for the middle coarse clastic and upper

mudstone units. And the name Lambert, derived from the channel

of the same name which separates Denman and Hornby Islands, was

dropped in favor of the title Northumberland (Muller and Jeletzky,

1970).

General Stratigraphy. The Northumberland Formation is

exposed along the eastern shore of I)enman Island from immediately

east of Graham Lake in Section 14, northwest to Section 15, opposite

the intersection of Denman and East Roads (Plate 1). Along this

stretch, it is exposed without interruption on the wave-cut platform

and often crops out in the wave-cut cliffs. Near the formation's most

northerly extent on the beach, the rocks become covered with

Pleistocene deposits, as gravelly beaches replace mudstones.

Inland from the beach, the Northumberland is covered by a

thick blanket of glacial deposits and soil, and crops out only along

road cuts. These scant exposures, along with well cuttings, and
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aerial photographic interpretations, were used to infer that the

Northumberland Formation underlies an area approximately three-

fourths mile (1. 2 km.) wide near its exposure on the beach. And it

disappears to the northwest, where it is lost under Pleistocene

deposits one mile (1. 6 km.) north of Chicadee Lake.

The contact of the Northumberland Formation with the underly-

ing DeCourcey rocks was describedL in the previous section. Only

the lower part of the Northumberland Formation is exposed on

Denman Island, and therefore the upper contact with the Geoffrey

Formation was not observed. On Hornby Island, Fiske (1977) de-

scribed the upper contact of the Northumberland mudstones with

the Geoffrey sandstones as being abrupt. However, Fiske stated

that where the contact was observed it may be in fault contact.

Only 380 feet (1i6 m.) of Northumberland rocks crop out on

Denman Island, as measured along the beach, A total thickness for

the formation, in the Comox Basin, has been estimated at between

500 and 800 feet (155 and 245 m.), depending on the interpretation

of the mudstone outcrops between Shingle Spit and Collishaw Point

on Hornby Island (Fiske, 1977, Miiller and Jeletzky, 1970, Usher,

1952).

The Northumberland Formation is relatively unvaried over

its 380 feet (116 km.) thickness on the east shore of Denman Island.

For a detailed description of the formation, refer to the measured
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stratigraphic sequence X-Y, in Appendix A.

The Northumberland Formation is composed of normally graded

packets of sandstone, siltstone and mudstone, with local silty micritic

mu.dstqne concretion lenses. The graded packets range in thickness

from two inches (5 cm.) to ten feet (3 m.), with an average thickness

of one foot (0.3 m.). The packets are thicker in the lower 100 feet

(30 m.) of Northumberland exposure and thinner in the remaining

interval.

The sandstone units average two inches (5 cm.) in thickness,

and range in thickness from one-third inch (0. 8 cm.) to one foot

(0.3 rn.). The thickest sandstone beds occur in the lower 250 feet

(75 m.) of Northumberland outcrop. The very fine- to medium-

grained sandstones are light olive gray (5Y 3/2) to dark greenish

gray (SG 4/1) on a fresh surface and greenish gray (5GY 6/1) to

yellowish gray (5Y 7/2) on a weathered surface.

These sandstones are in sharp, concordant basal contact with

the underlying mudstone layers and locally display small scale scour-

and-fill, The thinly laminated to laminated and convolute laminated

sandstones show incomplete Bourna sequences. The sequences which

occur most often are ABCE, ABE, BCE and CDE (Bouma, 1962).

The bedding planes of the sandstones show parting lineation. The

sandstones weather out as ribs and the thicker units locally weather

into a honeycomb pattern (see Geomorphology - Weathering and Soils,
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The siltstone units are generally less than one inch (2.5 cm.)

in thickness, and grade up from the underlying sandstone units.

Siltstone lenses also occur in the mudstone units and are less than

one-fourth inch (0. 6 cm,) in thickness. The thinly laminated to

laminated siltstone beds and lenses are dark greenish gray (5GY 4/1)

on fresh surfaces and weather to a greenish gray (5GY 6/1) color.

Locally, the laminated siltstone units contain carbonaceous debris.

The siltstone units grade up into mudstone units which are two

inches (5 cm.) to ten feet (3 rn.) in thickness, with an average thick-

ness of nine inches (0.2 rn.). On a fresh surface the rnudstones

are medium dark gray (N 4) and weatherinto papery and platy chips

that are dark grayish green (5GY 4/1) in color. Locally, the mud-

stone beds are stained a reddish brown (1OR 4,4) color. The mud-

stones are less resistant to weathering and form iurrows which are

locally covered with beach gravel.

Silty micritic rnudstone concretion lenses, two to six inches

(5 to 15 cm.) thick, occur in the lower 100 feet (30 m.) of the forma-

tion (Fig. 20) and again near the top of the section cropping out on

Denman Island. The lenses are laterally variable in thickness and

are up to 30 feet (9 rn.) in length. The concretion lenses have a

characteristic weathering color of moderate brown (SY 3/2) to

grayish red (1OR 4/2) and a fresh surface color of grayish brown
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Figure 20. Silty micritic concretion lens, located on the east coast 35 feet (11 m. ) above the
base of the Northumberland Formation. Note the grayish red ( 1OR 4/2) weathering
of the concretion. Also note the ribs of more resistant sandstones and the furrows
of less resistant mudstone covered by beach gravel and glacial erratics. Photograph
looking northeast.



(5Y 3/2) to dark yellowish brown (1OYR 4/2). Upon weathering, the

upper surface of the lenses display a polygonal, pseudo- mud crack

type pattern.

Over the middle interval of Northumberland outcrop on the

island, the micritic mudstone concretion lenses decrease in abundance

and are dark yellowish brown (1OYR 5/4) on a weathered surface.

Rounded and oblong micritic mudstone concretions are abundant over

this inverval and occur on the bedding planes of the mudstones.

The rounded and oblong concretions contain wood fragments,

fragmented Inoceramus shells, whole and fragmented Pachydiscus

(Fig. 21) and Guadryceras, arthropod appendages, burrows and thin-

shelled pelecypods. Whole echinoids and echinoid spines are also

found in the mudstones of the Northumberland Formation (Snook,

per comm.). Trace fossils on the upper surface of the siltstone

and santstone layers are abundant. Figure 21 shows the most corn-

mon trace fossil, which resembles Planolites (Kennedy, 1975). Hori-

zontal and vertical burrows also occur throughout the sandstone and

mudstone layers (Fig, 22). The vertical burrows are most abundant

in the lower 100 feet (30 rn.) of Northumberland outcrop.

Lithology. Five thin sections from the Northumberland sand-

stones were examined microscopically to determine their textural

maturity. Grain size ranges from coarse silt to coarse sand, sorting

from moderate to well, and rounding from angular to subrounded.
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Figure 21. At the left, trace fossils resembling Planolites on the bedding planes of the sandstones
located 15 feet (5 m. ) above the base of the Northumberland Formation. At the right,
a concretion containing an ammonite, ?Pachydiscus, with original shell material.
Found 315 feet (95 m.) above the base of the Northumberland Fromation on the east
coast.

Figure 22. Photomicrograph of bioturbation in silty mudone bed, showing infihl of burrow with
very finegrained sands. Stratigraphic up is toward the top of the photograph, and the
scour.-and-fill contact with the overlying sandstone is barely visible. Sanp1e N-145
380 feet (115 m.) above the base of the Northumberland Formation on the east coast.



Four of the samples are texturally submature, and the fifth sample

A-80 is immature because of its high percentage of clay matrix.

Compositionally, all the samples are immature. Thin sections N-8

and N-77, respectively located 15 feet. (4, 5 m.) and 225 feet (68. 5 m.)

above the base of the lower Northumberland contact, were point

counted (Appendix E). These sandstones are classified as lithic and

arkosic arenites (Fig. 23).

The composition of the sandstone clasts in decreasing abundance

is rock fragments, plagioclase, normal quartz, potassium feldspar,

undulatory and polycrystalline quartz, and chert. Biotite, chlorite,

muscovite, biotic fragments and carbonaceous material are present,

with minor heavy minerals, principally zircon and magnetite.

The rock fragments are composed mainly of andesite, basalt,

granodiorite and phyllite. Plagioclase feldspars range from oligo-

clase (An27) to andesine (An41), and orthoclase is the principal

potassium feldspar. Both fresh and weathered feldspars are found

throughout the formation.

The Northumberland sandstones are cemented with calcite,

recrystallized clay matrix, iron oxides and chlorite. Volcanic

fragments have altered to chlorite, calcite and sericite, while the

feldspars have been replaced with sericite and calcite, and quartz

has been replaced by calcite. Chlorite has also replaced some

of the biotite clasts.
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Figure 23. Classification of Northumberland S.ndstones (after Gilbert in Williams etal.,
1954).
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Two Northumberland mudstones were X- rayed for clay miner-

alogies (Appendix C). Sample A-79, from the lower section shows

abundant kaolinite and montmorillonite, and some illite, chlorite

and chlorite intergrades. Sample N-iSO, from 378 feet (115 in.) above

the formation base shows abundant beidellite and chlorite,and- some

kaolinite, illite and chlorite intergrades. The difference between

the composition of the two samples may have resulted from the varia-

tion in the time the mudstones have been exposed to weathering, as

sample A-79 is from cuttings of a recently drilled well and sample

N-150 is from the beach.

Thin sections N-25 and N- 114 of the silty micritic mudstone

concretions were examined. Respectively, they are from 74 feet

(22. 5 in.) and 325 feet (99 n-i.) up from the basal Northumberland

contact. They are composed of 70 to 85% micrite and disseminated

hematite and pyrite, with 15 to 30% silt-size grains of angular to

subrounded quartz and potassium feldspar. 'Minor carbonaceous

material and biotitearealsopresent. Concretion N-114 crosses the

bedding plane from n-iudstone to the overlying sandstone which is

cemented with 15 to 20% calcite. This indicates that the concretions

are a post- depositional feature. The micrite of the concretions is

locally recrystallized to xnicrospar.

Paleodispersal Directions and Postulated Source Areas. Paleo-

dispersal measurements are not abundant in the Northumberland
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Formation because of the low dip of the strata and weathering of

the lower sandstone surfaces by wave action. Unidirectional data

include two measurements: one from a soft sediment deformation

flame, and the other from a trough cross-bed. These measurements

result in a mean of N. 20° W. anda standard deviation of 27°. Bi-

directional data included measurements from eight parting lineations.

These revealed a paleodispersal direction of N. 15° E. ± 24°. A

statistical combination of the uni- and bidirectional data resulted

in a N. 8°E. ±27° direction (Fig. 24), which is 99+% significant when

plotted on the Rayleigh chart of significance (Curray, 1956).

During Northumberland deposition, a source area existed to

the south of Denman Island, and a review of source areas indicated

by the major sandstone components is presented in section Extension-

Protection Formation - Paleodispersal Patterns and Postulated

Source Areas,

The relative percentage of detrital elements of the Northumber-

land sandstones is a continuation of a trend established from the

DeCourcey lower to upper unit sandstones. This trend is summarized

as follows: 1. an upward decrease in abundance of rock fragments;

2. an increase in the percentage of stable grains; 3. an increase in

the relative abundance of igneous rock fragments versus volcanic

rock fragments; and 4. an increase in the relative percentage of

chert and polycrystalline quartz versus normal and undulatory quartz.
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Figure 24.Paleocurrent data for the Northumberland Formation. Unidirectional measurements are
plotted in the outer circle. Bidirectional data is represented in the center cixtie, with
the scale showing the number of readings in each 150 interval.
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Northumberland clays show abundant kaolinite, which reflects

the warm, humid conditions of the source area. Chlorite is also

present, indicating a metamorphic or basic igneous source and/or

an alteration of montmorillonite. Beidellite occurs in both samples

X-rayed, denoting a volcanic ash or intermediate to basic source.

It is interesting to note that montmorillonite is present inthe sample

from the well cuttings and absent in the beach sample. Weaver (1956)

states that Tdegraded ilhite, (ihhite derived from older ihhitic shales

and then weathered under warm humid conditions), will give a mont-

morillonite-like pattern on the X-ray spectrometer. However, upon

exposure to sea water it will revert to illite, which helps to dis-

tinguish it from montmorillonite.

Over all, Northumberland detritus implies a warm, humid

climate in the source area, with sediment being eroded from a vol-

canic source (Bonanza Subgroup and Karmutsen Formation); and an

increase in sediment supply from igneous (Island Intrusives), meta-

morphic (Youbou Formation), and sedimentary (underlying Nanaimo

Formations, Bonanza Subgroup and Youbou Formation) sources.

Environments of Deposition. The Northumberland Formation

is dominated by normally graded packets of sandstone, siltstone and

mu.dstone. These deposits are similar to those of the Cedar District

Formation and re also interpreted to be turbidite deposits of deltaic

front or prodelta environments.
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Over the interval of Northumberland rocks exposed on Denman

Island the Bouma divisions most often occurring are proximal ABCDE

and ABE sequences and near proximal to distal and/or interchannel

BCE and CDE sequences (Bouma, 1962; Nelson and KuIm, 1973).

Vertical successions observed along the east coast of Denman Island

includes thinning and thickening upward sequences which are charac-

teristic of depositional lobes and channels of suprafan deposits

(Pettijohn, 1975) which are consistent with the Bouma divisions

observed.

Vertical burrows and a few horizontal burrows are present in

the sandstone beds at the base of the Northumberland Formation,

indicating an environment of rapid sedimentation (Seilacher, 1967).

The presence of trace fossils resembling Planolites is suggestive of

a shallower water environment (Chamberlain, 1975 in Hanson, 1976).

The abundance of plant debris at the base of the formation, along with

micritic concretionary lenses (possible diagenetically altered lag

deposits of shell and organic matter), are characteristic of inter-

distributary bay areas (Coleman and Gagliano, 1965).

Higher in the formation, horizontal burrows are more common,

suggesting a lower sedimentation rate and possibly a deeper water

environment. Locally, laminated siltstones contain finely divided

plant debris as found in prodelta environments (Coleman and Gagliano,

1965).
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Sandstone dikes are less common in the Northumberland Forrna-

tion than in the Cedar District Formation. This may suggest that

Northumberland sediments were being deposited on deltaic slopes

with greater stability and lower slope gradients. Foraminifera

studies by Sliter (1975) indicate that basin filling occurred from the

Cedar District to the Northumberland Formation, which would result

in lower slope gradients of the deltaic foreset beds and a shallower

depositional environment for the Northumberland Formation. - i. e.,

deltaic foreset (prodelta) to deltaic topset (interdistributary bay)

beds.
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GENERAL STRATIGRAPHY OF TEE QUATERNARY DEPOSITS

Areal Extent

Over most of Denman Island, a veneer or blanket of surficial

sediments covers the erosional surface of the Cretaceous bedrock

units (Fig. 29, see Geomorphology - Gradational Processes). On

the northeast side of the island, the Quaternary deposits reach their

maximum thickness of at least 320 feet (100 m.) and overlie approxi-

mately three square miles (7.5 sq. km.) of the island (Plate 1).

Proceeding north along the east coast of Denman Island this

thick blanket of surficjal sediments is first exposed at the boundary

of Sections 15 and 16, where it unconformably overlies the Northum-

berland Formation. From that point it can be traced northwest along

the beach to Fillongley Park, Komas Bluff and Longbeak Point. From

Longbeak Point the deposits are exposed along the shores of Henry

Bay and thin immediately south of the bay where DeCourcey rocks

crop out, North of Denman Island, Sandy Island and Seal Inlets

are also part of the Quaternary sediments.

Inland from the east coast beach exposure, the sediments

pinch out to the west over a maximum distance of one mile (1. 6 km.),

where Northumberland and DeCourcey rocks are again locally ex-

posed. In the interior of the island, the Quaternary deposits are

covered by heavy vegetation and were only observed at two localities;



one at a sand and gravel pit located in the northeast quarter of

Section 26, and the other along a road cut immediately north of

Fillongley Park.

Regional and Local Stratigraphy
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In 1963, Fyles correlated the formational names of the Quater-

nary sediments for the coastal lowlands of Vancouver Island in the

Home Lake and Parksville map-area, immediately to the south of

Denman Island. From oldest to youngest these formations are:

Mapleguard sediments, Dashwood drift, Quadra sediments, Vashon

drift, Capilano sediments and Salish sediments. All but the oldest

unit are exposed on Denman Island.

Because of the limited outcrop exposures and inaccessibility

of the northeast coast, except at lowest tides, a detailed mapping

of the Pleistocene deposits was not undertaken. However, a general

description of the lithologies, thicknesses, contact relationships,

ages, and depositional environments will be summarized below.

Dashwood Drift

On Denman Island, Dashwood drift is exposed along the east

shore of the island in Section 32. There the deposit is locally 80 feet

(25 m.) thick. The lower contact with the Mapleguard sediments is

not exposed on Denman Island, but Fyles (1963) reports that the



contact is unconformable on Vancouver Island. The drift consists

of a clayey to silty till, with silt, sand and gravel lenses. The till

contains only ten percent pebble- to boulder-size clasts; these are

subangular to subrounded, and are composed of basic to intermediate

volcanics. Fyles (1963) dates the drift as post-Sangamon and pre-

Wisconsin which was deposited by a glacier which advanced southeast

along the Georgia depression.

Quadra Sediments

Concordantly overlying the Dashwood drift are the Quadra sedi-

ments which are exposed along Komas Bluff in Section 31. The

Quadra sediments are pre-Wisconsin in age. Fyles (1963) has

divided the sediments into a lower, middle and upper unit, each of

which will be briefly discussed.

The lower unit is composed of a light bluish gray (5B 5/1)

deposit of laminated clays and silts, and pebbly clays which is 20 feet

(6 m.) thick on an average. The clays contain an abundant fauna of

thin-shelled pelecypods. A clay sample from this unit was X- rayed

for clay mineralogies (Appendix C). Analysis revealed common

chlorite, with some kaolinite, illite and beidellite, and questionable

zeolites. This unit was deposited in a normal, shallow marine

environment, in which ice rafted pebbles accumulated (Fyles, 1963).

The clays and pebbly clays of the lower unit grade up into the



40 foot (12 m.) middle unit composed of plant-bearing silts and

gravels. Interbeds of peaty soil, peat and driftwood are present.

This unit accumulated in a swampy lowland (Fyles, 1963).

The upper unit is locally 250 feet (75 m.) thick and concordantly

overlies the middle unit. It consists of nearly horizontal beds of white

(N 9) laminated, fine- to medium-grained sands. Fyles (1963) states

that the upper unit was deposited on either a fluvial plain where there

was progressive upward building in response to higher water level,

or as outwash fans along margins of the glaciers advancing into the

Georgia depression.

Vashon Drift

The Vashon drift is exposed along the east coast in the northeast

quarter of Section 29, and is about 30 feet (9 m.) thick. The forma-

tion consists of till which has a sandy matrix with 20 to 30 percent

gravel, mainly composed of volcanic and granitic rocks, The drift

is dated as Wisconsin, and was deposited by a glacier advancing

southeast along the eastern coast of Vancouver Island (Fyles, 1963).

Capilano Sediments

Capilano sediments began to accumulate at the time the land

was emerging from the immediate retreat cf the Vashon ice, up until

5, 000 to 10, 000 years B. P., when the sea level was established within
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20 feet (6 m.) of the present sea level. Marine deposits formed

during this time include: glacio-marine sediments composed of

clay, pebbly clay and poorly sorted till mixtures; marine shore

deposits consisting of wave-washed lag veneer gravels, sand, silt

and clay; and marine delta sediments of gravel and sand (Fyles,

1963), Capilano marine deposits are exposed at Komas Bluff in

Section 31, where they disconformably overlie the Quadra sediments,

and at the sand and gravel pit in Section 26. Heavy mineral identifica-

tion and sieve analyses were performed on samples from these two

sites (Appendix H).

Other deposits include: channel and floodplain gravels; lacus-

trine gravel arid sand terraces; and poorly sorted alluvial fan gravels,

sands and silts. Slope deposits consisting of collu.vium and talus

landslide rubble, and upland swamp deposits of peat and muck, are

classified as undivided post-glacial deposits because they cannot be

distinguished from Capilano and younger Salish deposition (Fyles,

1963),

Salish Sediments

Salish deposition includes those sediments which have accumu-

lated since sea level was situated within 20 feet (6 m.) of the present

sea level. Sediments include: channel, floodplain and alluvial fan

deposits; deltas where the rivers enter the sea or lakes; sea- and
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lakeshore deposits; and Indian middens (Fyles, 1963). (See Figure 29

for location of lacustrine, swamp, colluvium and fan deposits.)

Indian middens, left by the Puntledge Indians during their sum-

mer encampment on Denman Island prior to the twentieth century,

are located at Henry and Metcalf Bays (Ibister, 1976). At Henry Bay,

the midden is one-hall mile (0. 8 km.) long and borders the shore

in Section 32. It is composed of layers of clam shells and black

organic matter. Before the 1930's, at which time the midden was

sold for chicken feed, the mound of rubble was reported to be 40 feet

(12 m.) high (Byrd, per. comm.). South of Metcalf Bay, in Section 5,

a linear mound 1, 000 feet (300 m.) long and a few feet high parallels

the shore. The midden is composed of black organic matter and a

few artifacts have been collected from the site (Mayer, per. Comm.).
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STRUCTURE

Regional Structure

The regional tectonic setting and the resultant structural de-

formation of the Nanaimo Group have, through the years, been

interpreted in a variety of ways. Early workers (Richardson, 1872;

Clapp, 1914) described the structure of the Nanaimo Group as one

of folding, with a few 'treverse or thrust faults," striking parallel

to the fold axes, in a northwest direction.

A. P. Buckham (1947) was the first to emphasize the importance

of faulting rather than folding in the Nanaimo Group. He believed that

the near parallel, northwesterly striking faults were "thrust" faults,

with west-dipping fault planes, and hinge faults, with a northeast

downthrow at the south end and southwest downthrow at the north end.

The faults were assumed to be expressions of subsurface movement

along pre- existing fractures caused by northeast- southwest corn-

pressional forces. This tectonic setting was also employed to explain

the origin of the broad open folds in the area, with minor tight folds

resulting from upward movement of the faults.

A. Sutherland-Brown (1966) also thought that the folds and faults

were surface expressions of basement fault movement; unlike

Buckham, he stated that the faulting generally combined right-hand

wrench movement with normal east-block-down displacement. Later
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studies (Muller and Carson, 1969; Muller and Jeletzky, 1970)

agreed that there were normal faults bounding northeasterly tilted

fault blocks. One main system of faults strikes northwesterly, with

minor cross-faults striking north and northeasterly.

The faults are believed to be connected with the differential

uplift of Vancouver Island and the downwarping or faulting of the

Georgia depression (Jeletzky, 1965; Muller and Jeletzky, 1970).

The age of faulting is post- Campanian to Holocene, and may be

mainly or entirely Cenozoic (Wheeler etaL, 1972; Wheeler ,

1974).

More recent studies have attempted to relate the regional tec-

tonics to a plate tectonic model (Atwater, 1970; Crosson, 1972;

Monger etal., 1972; Mayers and Bennett, 1973; Muller, 1977). In

general, these authors state that the tectonics of this area have been

dominated by the active translation (right lateral strike- slip) of the

Pacific plate with respect to the American plate along the San Andreas-

Queen Charlotte fault system. This translation has caused anorth-

south or northeast-southwest compressional force, which may be

responsible for the northwest-trending normal faults in the Nanaimo

Group. A third oceanic plate, the San Juan plate, has been caught in

interaction between the Pacific and American plates and is only

partially subducted below the continent; it is presently the locus of

seismic activity in southern Vancouver Island.
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Areal Structure

The structure of Denman Island is characterized by northeast-

dipping beds, with a few northwest-trending (strike) faults and several

north- and northeast-trending (cross) faults (Fig. 25). In the field,

faults were recognized by the presence of observable offsets of

generally continuous beds or formational contacts, truncation of

beds, stratigraphic repetition, steep (near vertical) linear fault

scarps, slickensides, calcite vein fillings, linear depressions or

valleys, and eroded or sheared areas on the beaches. Aerial photo-

graphs were used in the field and laboratory to aid in locating and in-

terpreting fault lineations.

Nearly all the beds on Denman Island strike north or northwest

and have gentle dips to the north or northeast which range from 3° to

25°. Richardson (1878) and Muller and Carson (1969; cross section)

have indicated that Denman Island and adjacent Hornby Island are

situated on the southwest limb of a southeast plunging syncline located

between Hornby and Texada Islands.

The dominant structural features of Denman Island are the

strike faults which extend the length of the island and have trends

ranging from N. 25° to 40°W. A major strike fault can be traced

from the bay immediately south of Henry Bay, at the north end of

the island, southeast through Chicadee Lake to the former garbage
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dump, located in Section 21. Here a fault-line scarp is exposed and

can be followed to Beaver Pond near the Pickles Road bridge, At

the pond, the fault appears to split into two strike faults. One trends

more southerly through an area of low farmland where it again splits
*

into two faults in the southwest corner of Section 13. From this

point the two faults can be traced southeast through linear swamps

and ravines to the beach immediately northwest and east of Repulse

Point. The most western fault can also be followed southeast across

Baynes Sound, to Mapleguard Point, on Vancouver Island.

The other strike fault, resulting from the split at Beaver Pond,

trends more easterly to a fault-line scarp exposed in Section 13,

through Graham Lake, and thence southeast to a scarp which can be

traced to the beach, east of Repulse Point. Another strike fault

extends from the southern tip of Graham Lake southeast through a

long linear lowland, located in Sections 7, 8 and 9, and continues

to the southern tip of the island, separating Denman and Chrome

Islands,

On the basis of stratigraphic repetition of both the Cedar District

Formation to the northwest of Graham Lake and the Extension-

Protection Formation at Repulse Point, the strike faults were inter-

preted to be normal faults with near vertical fault planes. Because

the faults occur nearly along strike and have limited exposure, an

accurate measure of offset was not possible. However, a crude
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measurement using stratigraphic offset on the most western strike

fault indicates 600 feet (180 m.) of southwest-block up displacement.

At the southern end of Graham Lake, one of the strike faults

appears to splay into several normal faults trending from duewest

to N. 70°W. Displacement on these faults tends to be from three

to ten feet (1 to 3 m.), as observed from beds offset along fault

planes exposed on the beach. These faults, along with a fault that

trends N. S5°W. from the Pickles Road bridge, are believed to have

been formed at the same time as the strike faults.

Several, smaller cross faults trend from N. 10°W. to N. 40°E.,

and have been observed mainly along the beach and cuesta scarps.

They have been interpreted as normal faults, with near vertical

fault planes. Generally, the southeast side has been upthrown only

a few feet. Several cross faults have been terminated by strike faults

and were therefore formed at an earlier time than the strike faults.

Broad, open folding deformation was not apparent on Denrnan

Island. Slight changes in strike and dip of the bedding have been

attributed to rotations of individual fault blocks. Minor folding on

the island consists of soft sediment deformation and a drag fold

located on the upthrown block on the west side of Graham Lake.

The glacial deposits located at the northeast end of the island

do not appear to be deformed; therefore the time of faulting on the

bedrock is pre-gl.acial.
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GEOMORPHOLOGY

Landforms on Denman Island are a reflection of the bedrock

types which have been modified by local structural deformation and

glaciation. Other regional factors such as climate, vegetation,

weathering and gradational processes (wave action, running water and

mass wasting) are also important in sculpturing of the island.

The principal topographic features on Denman Island and their

relationship to the bedrock type and structure will be presented.

This will be followed by a discussion of climate, vegetation, weather-

ing, glaciation and other gradational processes, as modifiers of

these landforms. Figure 26 shows the topographic features of

Denman Island and location of the geographic names cited.

Principal Landforms

The most prominent physical feature of Denman Island is a

long narrow ridge which extends down the center of the island and

attains a height of 400 feet (120 m.). The ridge is a cuesta which

trends along strike and has a steep southwest anti-dip slope and a

gentle northeast dip slope of about 10°. It is composed of the resis-

tant sandstones and conglomerates of the DeCourcey Formation.

To the east of this ridge are several smaller cuestas of

DeCourcey sandstone and conglomerate. Some of the ridges are
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controlled by the normal, west side up displacement of the strike

faults which dissect the center of the island. Other cuestas have

also been formed because of erosion of less resistant siltstone and

ipudstone of the DeCourcey Formation.

Chicadee and Graham Lakes, Beaver Pond and several other

ponds and swamps dot the center of the island. They are thought to

have formed as the result of differential erosion along shear zones

(see Plate 1 - Geologic Map). Several linear swamps are located

along strike in the Northumberland Formation. It is uncertain

whether they were formed along fault zones or by erosion of the less

resistant mudstones and siltstones.

Gently, to moderately, rolling farmland is located along the

west-central side of the cuesta, and along the east-central coast.

Bedrock types underlying these areas are the Cedar District and

the Northumberland Formations, respectively.

The northeast side of the island is characterized by Pleistocene

glacial deposits which reach a height of 320 feet (100 in.). The

surface is moderately rolling and slopes strongly to the southeast.

Along the beach these deposits form a cliff known as Komas Bluff.

The remaining coastline of Denrnan Island varies. Where the

DeCourcey Formation crops out along the beach, high cliffs of up to

200 feet (60 m.) exist. However, areas of gently dipping beds and

eroded fault zones are also found along the northeast side. Wave-cut
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platforms are formed on the Cedar District and Northumberland

beaches, along with cliffs up to 100 feet (30 in.) high,

Geographic features about the coastline include: Gravelly Bay

and Fillongley Park Spit, on the east beach; Eagle Rock, Boyle Point,

and Chrome Islard, at the south end; Repulse Point, Denman Point

and Metcalf Bay, on the west coast; and Henry Bay, Longbeak Point,

Sandy Island and Seal Inlets, at the north end. Chrome Island and

Gravelly Bay appear to be structurally controlled, whereas Eagle

Rock is a sea stack. Repulse Point is stratigraphically controlled,
as the more resistant Extension-Protection Formation crops out
in this area. The small sandy islands at the north end of Denman

Island are remnants of the Comox Bar which once may have connected

Denman Island with Vancouver Island (Clague, 1976).

Climate

The climate of Deriman Island is influenced by the moist westerly
winds from the Pacific Ocean and the presence of the Beaufort Range.

These high mountains confront the moist air on the west side, causing

heavy rainfall there. The Pacific airstreaxn then descends on the

east side of the Beaufort Range, tending to disperse the clouds and

cyclonic rainfall, thus leaving Denman Island in a rain shadow with

a dry and temperate climate (Hare and Thomas, 1974).

Temperature and rainfall data have been collected for Deriman
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Island and averaged over a 30 year period, from 1941 to 1970.

The mean daily temperature was 49, 3°F (9. 6°C) for the year,

64.0°F (17. 8°C) for July and 35.1°F (1.7°C) for January. The

temperature extremes ranged from 9°F (-13°C) in Decemberto

96°F (36°C) in July. The mean annual rainfall was 48.6 inches

(123.4 cm.), with 8. 9 inches (22. 6 cm.) falling in January and 1. 0

inches (2.5 cm.) in July. An annual. total of 41.0 inches (104. 1 cm.)

of snow fell, raising the mean annual total precipitation to 52.7

inches (133.9 cm.) (Atm. Environ. Ser., 1971).

Only two characteristic periods or seasons exist on Denrnan

Island. Usually, beginning in late September or October, the tern-

perature drops and the rains set in. On the average, four to five

inches (10 to 13 cm.) of precipitation fall each month until March or

April. At this time, the temperature rises rapidly and the rainfall

diminishes to only one or two inches (2 to 5 cm.) per month, causing

drought conditions to exist during the summer months of many years

(Hare and Thomas, 1974).

Vegetation

The moderate yearly temperature and abundant rainfall on

Denman Island allow for luxuriant growth. Aerial photographs show

that the island is heavily forested, except where the trees have been

logged or cleared for farmland, and in swampy areas.
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The climax community of the island is the Douglas fir,

Western hemlock, and salal association. This association is found

in the well drained upland areas. Where the soil is shallower and

stony, as on the sandstone and conglomerate outcrops, lodgepole

pine and arbutus are a feature of this community. In areas along

the rivers, lakes and swamps, a Western red cedar, red alder and

skunk cabbage association is found.

Secondary succession communities exist where the virgin forest

has been cleared. These areas support dense stands of alder, willow

and maple, before a climax community is once again established.

Other subdominant species found on the island include Pacific dog-

wood, broad-leaf maple, spiraea, mock orange, wild rose, red

currant, and various shrubs, wild flowers, ferns and mosses.

Weathering and Soils

Climate, along with vegetation, affect the type of weathering

which may occur and the kinds of soils produced. Denman Island,

with a humid mid-latitude climate, undergoes both chemical and

physical weathering. Chemical weathering and coniferous vegetation

are mainly responsible for podsolization on the island.

Crystal growth of water and salt are probably the most impor-

tant agents of mechanical weathering on Denman Island. Freezing

temperatures occur on the island from early November to mid-April,
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allowing for frost weathering to take place on exposed rocks of the

island., Because the porosity of the mudstones, sandstones and

conglomerates is minimal, frost wedging, leading to cracking and

splitting along joints and bedding planes, is probably more prominent

than grain-by-grain disintegration. Frost weathering can also operate

on the loose regolith, by the growth of ice crystals, known as needle

ice. As the crystals grow and thaw, the regolith is mixed and

churned. Upon complete thawing, soil cohesion is reduced and the

regolith becomes highly erodible (Biitzer, 1976).

Salt weathering is prominent along the coastline, and is most

effective in an area immediately above the high tide mark. Here the

rocks are frequently wetted by the sea spray. As the water on the

rocks evaporates, salt crystals grow, creating pressure in the pore

spaces and cracks. This process causes grain-to-grain disintegra-

tion, or spalling parallel to the rock surface, and produces a pitted

surface on the rock. As the process continues, the pits enlarge and

coalesce until only thin ridges or septa separate them. This gives

the characteristic honeycomb pattern (tafoni) to the rocks along the

beach (Williams and Wilson, 1965; Jenning, 1968). Figure 27 is a

typical example of tafoni along the beach.

Muller and Jeletzky (1970), Stickney (1976) and Fiske (1977)

have attributed the honeycomb pattern to carbonate-filled networks

of cracks weathering out in relief, If this is true, one would expect
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Figure 27. Honeycomb weathering (tafoni) of DeCourcey sandstone boulders in the sea spray
zone 0. 25 miles (0. 4 1cm. ) northwest of Boyle Point Note the pitted surface of
the boulder in the lower left corner of the photograph displaying the early develop-
mental stage of tafoni. The large boulder in the foreground shows a later stage
of honeycomb weathering in which septa separate the pits.
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to see signs of differential weathering of the calcite-filleI cracks

along the entire shoreline and other areas of the island as well. This

was not observed on Denman Island, as the only places that honeycomb

weathering occurred were in the sandstones of the Northumberland

and DeCourcey Formations that crop out along the east- and south-

west-facing shores. These are areas which are subject to the highest

evaporation rates throughout the day, allowing for:ready crystalliza-

tion of the salts from the sea spray.

Chemical weathering on the island is characterized by both

the effects of solution and decomposition. The effects of solution

are apparent on many anti-dip slopes along the coast and in the inter-

ior of the island, where hlgalleries? or caverns are found. The

caverns tend to occur along bedding planes, at 10 to 20 feet (3 to 6 m.)

from the top of the cliffs, and were observed at elevations from 150

to 350 feet (45 to 105 m.). They are up to three feet (1 m.) deep and

ten feet (3 m.) long,

These galleries are thought to have formed from the accumula-

tion of ground water above more impermeable rock layers. The

ground water, containing dissolved carbon dioxide from rain water,

acts as a solvent for the partial carbonate matrix of the sandstones

and conglomerates. During the dry summer months, the acidic

ground water, laden with dissolved calcium carbonate, is drawn

to the surface of the rock by capillary action. The calcium carbonate
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is then precipitated on the rock surface as the water evaporates,

forming a ttduri-crust't which protects the outcrop from further ero-

sion. The interior of the outcrop is now depleted in calcium carbonate

matrix and is easily eroded if the Hduri_ crust't is pierced where it is

thin or fractured. As this occurs hollows or caverns, knowp as

cavernous weathering, are formed (Grantz, 1976).

Stickney (1976) has related the formation of these hollows to

the wave-cut notches of "galleries" found on the present beaches at

sea level (see Geomorphology - Wave Action, etc., this text). He

states that the hollows were probably formed at times of relatively

higher sea level. This may be a possible explanation for their origin,

although all the caverns observed on Denman Island are much smaller

than the wave-cut notches formed on the beach. And in only one area

were the caverns associated with what may have been a former wave-

cut platform.

The results of chemical recombintion and decomposition of

feldspars, micas, and ferromagnesians through hydration, hydrolysis

and oxidation is evident on outcrop exposures and at depth. Spher-

oidal weathering was found on many cliffs and barks, especially

those composed of mudstone. This phenomenon is the result of

chemical weathering along the joints or cracks produced by frost

wedging or pressure release of the rocks (Garner, 1974).

These same processes also act at depth, and along with the
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acidic microenvironment created by the coniferous vegetation, are

able to produce the podsol soils of the areas. Organic acid from

the lichen and fungus are able to combine with the silicon, aluminum,

magnesium and iron ions of the clays, leading to the breakdown and

leaching of the bases from the topsoil. The mudstones readily dis-

aggregate into debris of loamy to clayey texture, whereas the sand-

stones and conglomerates are more resistant; however the latter

eventually breaks down into products of sandy or loamy texture (Day

1959).

Gradational Processes

Of all the gradational processes, which have operated on the

island, glaciation has been the most effective in modifying the land-

scape. Foreset beds of the Pleistocene deposits and glacial groove

marks on the Cretaceous formations indicate that the glacial ice

flowed over Denman Island in a southeast direction (Fig. 28). These

measurements agree with D. 3 Easterbrook (1963) and J. G. Fyles'

(1963) conclusions that the pre- existing topography guided the flow of

ice in a southeast direction along the trend of Vancouver Island.

Baynes Sound to the west of Denman Island and Larnbert Channel

to the east have been modified by glacial action. 3. J. Clague (1977)
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Figure 28.Direction of Glacial Movement over Denman Island.
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has concluded from seismic work in the Strait of Georgia that the

northwest-southeast passages between the islands are structurally

controlled, but have been scoured by glacial ice and outwash plain

rivers.

The bedrock and structural features on Denman Island were

also altered by glacial activity. As the ice flowed over the island it

was able to gouge out the less resistant mudstone and siltstone of

the Cedar District and Northumberland Formations. This allowed

the more resistant sandstones and conglomerates of the DeCourcey

Formation to remain as a ridge trending down the center of the island,

with lowlands lying to either side of it.

Sheared areas along pre- existing strike and transverse faults

were also readily eroded by glacial action. This is particularly

evident of strike faults in the DeCourcey Formation where Chicadee

and Graham Lakes exist.

Several long lineations occurring along strike in the Northumber-

land Formation may be explained by glacial scour. In those cases the

less resistant mudstone beds of the formation have been differentially

eroded forming elongate swamps and depressions.

As the Dashwood and Vashon glaciers advanced and retreated

over Denman Island an accumulation of over 320 feet (100 m.) of till

and interglacial sediments was deposited on the northeast side of

the island. Much of the remaining lowlands of the island are also
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covered by a veneer or blanket of glacial till and interglacial sands

and clays (Fig. 29). Glacial erratics can be found scattered over

the interior of the island and on the beaches.

Wave Action, Mass Wasting and Stream Erosion

The most prominent gradational processes acting on Denman

Island since glaciation are a combination of wave action and mass

wasting. Wave action has continued to erode the less resistant Cedar

District and Northumberland Formations, forming broad wave-cut

platforms on the east and west sides of the island. In areas where

the cliffs rise above the terraces, the cliffs are continuously being

eroded back by undercutting with subsequent debris sliding or

rockfalls occurring.

Where the resistant DeCourcey Formation crops out along the

beach, wave.-cut platforms are lacking or considerably narrower

than those of the Cedar District orNorthumberland Formations.

Along the west-central side of the island, where the DeCourcey beds

dip gently into the water, gravelly beaches are not uncommon. They

are thought to have formed from the differential erosion of shear zones

or less resistant mudstone and siltstone beds.

Wave-cut notches or Tgalleries" at sea level are also character-

istic of this area. They usually measure from a few feet to tens of

feet deep and wide. One of the largest is known as Morrison Cave,
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located in Section 8. They are believed to have originated from

the jhysical abrasion of the surf attacking salt weathered, loosened

grains and less resistant beds of the formation (Fairbridge, 1968).

Continued undercutting eventually leads to breaking of the overlying

rock and retreating of the beach line.

Around the southern tip of the island high wave-cut cliffs loom

over the narrow beaches which are composed of cobble- to boulder-

size blocks up to 40 feet (13 m.) high and wide. iiere, it appears

that the DeCourcey rocks have previously been undercut, causing

huge blocks to break off from the cliffs. The blocks now act as a

rip-rap and are temporarily protecting the cliffs from further wave

attack.

Eagle Rock, located at the southeast tip of the island is a sea

stack. It lies 35 feet (10 m.) from shore and is accessible at very

low tide, Wave action is responsible for undercutting and eroding

of the mudstone bed lying between Eagle Rock and Denman Island.

Chrome Island, at the south tip of the island is also sea stack

formed from the differential erosion of the shear zone of the strike

fault which passes through this area.

The Pleistocene deposits on the northeast coast of Denman Island

have been subject to wave attack. Theunconsolidated sands of Komas

Bluff are quickly being undercut, causing slumping and debris flowing

of the overlying sands. A wide wave-cut bench exists below the
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cliffs, and is protected from wave attack by a cover of glacial

cobbles and boulders.

Wave action along the northeast coast has also formed several

spits, aided by the high influx of sand. A spit has been formed

which parallels a small stream near Fillongley Park. A spit also

exists at the north end of the island, of which Longbeak Point is a

part. The curvature of the spits to the north and west indicates a

strong longshore current and winds from the south and east.

Evidence of wave action in the interior of the island during

times of relatively higher sea level is present. A gravel beach de-

posit and wave-cut platform exists on the east side of Graham Lake

at an elevation of 180 feet (55 m.). The gravel appears to have been

reworked from the conglomerate cliffs in this sheared area.

Mass wasting in the interior of the island is limited because

of both the heavy vegetation, which protects the regolith, and the

shallow dip of the beds. Some creep is occurring on the steeper

slopes and the anti-dip slopes. Evidence includes a thickening of

the regolith near the bottom of the slope and the downslope inclination

of the trees.

Some rockfalls and debris slides are also occurring along the

steep cliffs. The rocks have been pried loose by frost wedging,

root action and solution along joints, fractures and bedding planes.

At the north end of Graham Lake, several boulders, up to ten feet
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(3 m.) in height lie at the bottom of the cliff. It appears that some

mass wasting is occurring there today. However, a majority of the

blocks may have been loosened by wave action at times of higher sea

level.

Stream erosion on the island is mainly limited to the winter

months of higher rainfall, as most of the streams are dry during the

summer months. Nearly all of the streams occur along eroded fault

zones. Some of the stream beds are littered with cobbles, indicating

that the streams are fairly competent at some time during the year

and are effective erosional agents on a seasonal basis.
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY

The rocks on Denman Island record Nanaimo Group sedimenta-

tion during the Late Cretaceous (Campanian). This was followed by

a period of erosion and structural deformation before the onset of

Quaternary (post-Sangamon - pre-Wisconsin to Recent) deposition.

Cyclic sedimentation of the Nanaimo Group produced deltaic-

fluvial, continental and offshore marine sediments which accumulated

in a trough off of the northeast coast of Vancouver Island where today

lies the Strait of Georgia. A mechanism for the cause of cyclic

sedimentation of rocks on Denman Island is not known. However,

possible agents of cyclicity include: 1. delta lobe switching (Wilkinsoa

and Oles, 1963), 2. isostatic or tectonic changes in basin subsidence

or uplift of the source area, and/or 3. eustatic changes in sea level

caused by widespread glaciation or tectonic plate movements

(Johnson, 1971).

Prior to the first Nanaimo Group clastics on Denman Island,

sediments of the Comox and Haslam Formation had been deposited

within the Comox Basin. The oldest Nanaimo Group Formation

exposed on Denman Island, the Extension-Protection Formation,

represents the most basinward extent of a prograding fluvial-delta

system which protruded from the east coast of Vancouver Island.

Thick river channel deposits on Vancouver Island are inferred to have
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changed to shore and offshore deposits on Denman Island.

A tectonically active source area to the southwest on Vancouver

Island supplied sediment for the Extension-Protection Formation on

Denman Island. High relief at the source area allowed the bedrock

to be eroded rapidly with little prior weathering. High relief coupled

with basement subsidence during Haslam to Cedar District deposition,

as indicated by Sliter's (1975) foraminifera studies, produced a steep

gradient from the source area to the basin which minimized the length

and duration of sediment transport.

The regressive cycle in the Extension-Protection Formation

recorded at Repulse Point may have been an area at the tip of a delta

lobe which was able to maintain a sediment supply during a rise in

sea Level. Here sediments from a dominantly volcanic source pro-

graded over previously deposited shelf facies and prodelta mudstones,

with delta front slope gullies cutt.ing the mudstones. Continued sedi-

ment supply locally filled the basin as tidal channels were formed.

An influx of detritus from a granodiorite source aided progradation

as fluvial and paludal sedimentation occurred with local coal streamers

reflecting the warm humid climate of the area.

Near the ferry landing, sediment supply was lower and pebble

conglomerates may have resulted from tidal and wave reworking of

previously deposited sediments (i. e., Haslam mudstones) constituting

a destructive transgressive stage.
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Toward the end of Extension-Protection sedimentation, a vol-

canic source again dominated as Cedar District marine conditions

set in resulting from a decreased sediment supply and/or a rise in

sea level. Transgression continued through mid-Cedar District

sedimentation as distal delta front and prodelta turbidites were de-

posited on steep slopes at intermediate water depth. The turbidites

were vertically replaced by shelf facies mudstones ending deposition

of the incomplete Extension-Protection/lower Cedar District delta

progradation-marine transgressive cycle.

Sedimentation of the complete upper Cedar District/DeCourcey/

lower Northumberland cycle began with delta lobe progradation re-

suiting from a renewed sediment supply and deposition of prodelta

turbidites over shelf fades mudstones. Although paleodispersal data

and sandstone litholbgies are inconclusive, a possibility exists that

delta lobe progradation from a western, dominantly igneous and

volcanic source, was followed by a prograding lobe from a volcanic

source to the south or southeast. Continued sediment supply through

the Cedar District filled the basin as local interdistributary bays

formed.

During the DeCourcey a continued increase of sediment supply

allowed the delta lobe to prograde quickly over the prodelta turbidi-

tites and interdistributary bay mudstones as bar finger sands and delta

sheet sands were deposited near Eagle Rock and the sandstone quarry.
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Toward the north end of the island rapid advancement of a lobe

occurred over shefl facies sandstones, but progradation was limited

by a lack of fine-grained material supplied to the area to create an

equilibrium profile. Farther north, DeCourcey distributary mouth

bar sandstones interfinger with Cedar District prodelta and shelf

facies mudstones over a 40 foot (1Z m.) interval indicating a north-

ward advancement of DeCourcey sediments.

As progradation continued, braided stream point bar and channel

fill sands and gravels were deposited on the delta front sands. Gravel

and sand clasts were supplied from a nearby dominantly volcanic

source Erosicrn in the source area was not as rapid as during

Extension- Protection deposition, as clasts are somewhat weathe red.

During mid-DeCourcey sedimextation a decrease or inability

of sedimentation rates to keep pace with sea level fluctuations re-

suited in distributary mouth bar sedimentation. This was followed

by a resurgence of channel sands and gravels that were deposited

either subaqueously or subaerially and later reworked by tidal and

wave action. Continued erosion at the source during this time re-

suited in the unroofing of the basement complex with an increase of

igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary clasts being supplied to

the Denman Island area. A resultant lower relief at the source area

also allowed sediments to be more weathered and reworked before

deposition. At the close of DeCourcey sedimentation, delta lobe
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switching and/or arise in sea level resulted in distributary mouth

bar sand deposition.

Upward fining of grain size continued as Northumberland seas

transgressed over the a.rea and prodelta and distal bar turbidites

were deposited. Northumberland sediments were deposited at shallow

to intermediate depths on delta front slopes that were less steep than

those of the Extension-Protection/Cedar District delta lobes. Gentler

slopes and shallower deposition are also indicated by Sliter7s (1975)

foraminifera studies which show that basin filling occurred from

Cedar District to Northumberland deposition. This brought to a

close the complete cycle of deltaic progradation-rnarine transgres-

sion recorded by the upper three formations cropping out on Denman

Is land.

Cyclic deltaic progradation marine trans gres sion sedimenta-

tion continued in the Comox Basin following the deposition of the

Northumberland Formation on Denman Island. However, these cycles

are recorded outside of the thesis area, Formations included in these

cycles are the Geoffrey sandstones and conglomerates, Spray mud-

stones, and Gabriola sandstones and conglomerates (Fiske, 1977).

Deposition of the Nanaimo Group sediments on Denman Island

was followed by Cenozoic and possibly older Maestrichtian structural

deformation. A period of gentle folding was concurrent with, or

succeeded by north- to northeast-trending faulting. Later north- south
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to northeast-southwest compressional forces caused by the active

translation (right lateral strike- slip) of the Pacific plate with respect

to the American plate along the San Andreas- Queen Charlotte fault

system resulted in northwest-trending faults which traversed the

island.

Modification of the bedrock surface was enhanced by two epi-

sodes of Pleistocene glaciation. During the interval from post-

Sangamon to Wisconsin, the non-resistant mudstones of the Cedar

District and Northumberland Formations and weakened rocks along

fault zones were differentially gouged out as glaciers advanced south-

east along the Georgia Depression. Interglacial and post-glacial

deposits record a regressive sequence as a result of a relative

lowering of sea level probably caused by the re-emergence of the

land.

Continued sedimentation today is occurring as upland swamp,

lacustrine, col1uvial, deltaic, stream, seashore, and human deposits.

Alteration of the bedrock today is resulting from wave action, stream,

erosion, mass wasting, frost wedging, salt weathering, solution,

and podsolization.
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

C,

The economic potential of the sandstone beds of the fleCourcey

Formation on Denman Island was recognized early. In 1907, San

Dumaresq and Edward Tait, both from Vancouver, B. C., staked

claims and purchased land on Denman Island in order to start a

sandstone quarry (Ibister, 1976). The most westward facing anti-dip

slope of the DeCourcey Formation offered the easiest access and best

exposure of the sandstone. The cuesta scarp immediately to the south

of Denman Road exposes 130 feet (40 m.) of thick sandstone, which

is regularly intercalated by two to four inches (5 to 10 cm.) of silt-

stone at six to nine foot (2 to 3 m.) intervals. The siltstone layers,

along with two joint systems, (both occurring at right angles to

the bedding and each other), allowed for natural breakage of the sand-

stone into blocks that could be used for building.

The sandstone quarry was in operation for six years. During

that time, the sandstone was shipped to Vancouver, B. C., and San

Francisco, to aid in rebuilding of that city following the 1906 earth-

quake. Production at the quarry declined due to the undesirable

weathering characteristics of the sandstone. After being exposed to

the air, the sandstone took on a silty appearance became friable

and tended to peel off into thin layers (Isbister, 1976). The natural

A
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weathering of the feldspar clasts to clay, and the high percentage of

clay and secondary silica in the sandstone matrix were probably

responsible for this effect.

Although the quajry is presently overgrown with vegetation, it

provides over 130 feet (40 m.) of excellent rock exposure. Also parts

of the original equipment used in the operation of the quarry still

remain in place. At the present time, action is being taken to desig-

nate the quarry as an historical site and park (Haymond, per. comm.).

Gravel, Sand and Clay

Slightly weathered conglomerates of the Cretaceous DeCourcey

Formation, beach and river deposits of the Quaternary Capilano

deposits, and tills of other Pleistocene deposits, all provide good

sources for gravel. Several gravel pits have been excavated where

the matrix of the DeCourcey conglomerates has been weathered,

allowing for easy separation of the clasts, by blasting. The blasted

conglomerates are then crudely sieved and used for fill and road

building on the island.

Loose gravels of the Capilano sediments (beach and river de-

posits of higher sea level) occur mainly along fault zones which dissect

the DeCourcey Formation. The shearing of the conglomerates along

the fault zone allowed the conglomerates to be more easily weakened

and reworked by running water and wave action. This excellent
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source of gravel was discovered early and most sizeable deposits of

this sort have already been excavated for local use.

The Vashon drift (Pleistocene glacial till) and gravel lag of the

Quadra sediments (interglacial fluvial, deltaic and littoral deposits)

at the northeast end of the island offer a source for gravel and sand.

The gravel and sand need to be sieved and crushed for commercial

use, but are presently being used as found for local fill and road

surfacing.

The clay and stony clay deposits of the Quadra and Capilano

Sediments and the mudstones of the Cedar District and Northumberland

Formations do not provide a good grade clay that can be used in the

making of bricks or pottery. The clays and mudstones are of poor

grade because of sandiness and low plasticity. However, a Quaternary

red clay near Metcalf Bay has proven to be of usable quality for local

pottery making.

Water

Although the annual rainfall on Denman Is land is high (40 to

60 inches, 100 to 150 cm.), its seasonal variation (only two inches,

5 cm., during July and August) often leads to a shortage of the

ground water supply during the summer months. 3. G. Fyles (1963),

E. C. Halstead and A. Treichel (1966) and J. T. Cooper (1972)

were concerned with this problem on Denman Island and the adjacent
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coast area of Vancouver Island. From their studies, they were able

to make a number of recommendations to the islanders.

Fyles stated that the best areas for water reserves in the un-

consolidated sediments occur in recent alluvial deposits (terraces,

fluvial and deltaic deposits), glacio-fluvial deposits, and in Quadra

sediments and other sediments beneath the Vashon drift. (The Vashon

tills and Capilano sediments should be avoided as they only yield small

quantities of water.) These unconsolidated aquifers are mainly found

in the Quaternary deposits at the northeast end of the island, with

thin veneers of alluvium and glacial related sediments scattered over

the remainder of the island. Unconsolidated sediments are generally

good aquifers, although their storage capacity is temporary and de-

pends on seasonal recharge.

Wells which dissect the bedrock usually offer a steady, yearly

supply of water, but good aquifers within the Extension-Protection

to Northumberland Formations are absent because of the low permea-

bility of the mudstones, sandstones and conglomerates. Halstead

and Treichel and Cooper have suggested that only wells which encounter

bedding planes, joints, fractures and faults will yield water, as ground

water is only transmitted along these avenues.

The increase in the number of yearly and seasonal residents,

as a result of recent subdivisions, has caused Denman islanders to

become more aware of their water problem. Many residents are
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reinforcing their water supply by digging and drilling second wells,

and putting in cisterns for water storage. Presently, only household

restrictions, dictated by the individual water supply, have been im-

posed; but with the increase in the number of community water wells,

other regulations may be needed in the future.

Petroleum

A first impression of the stratigraphic sequences and structure

of the Comox Basin would tend to suggest a high petroleum potential.

The alternating formations of the Nanaimo Group, consisting of

mudstones, sandstones and conglomerates, would be expected to

provide good petroleum source and reservoir rocks. Structural and

stratigraphic traps are also present with numerous faults and lenses

present in the area. Burial sufficient for the generation of hydro-

carbons was also reached as indicated by the thickness of the overlying

Nanaimo formations. However, petrographic studies and fluorometer

tests of the rocks indicate the petroleum potential to be less promising.

Live hydrocarbon tests on several rnudstone samples from

the Cedar District and Northumberland Formations yielded between

25 and 31 PFU (Pyrolysis-Flu.orescence Units). This indicates that

the samples contained between 0. 6 and 0. 7 percent live hydrocarbons

and are termed as 'margina1" source rocks.

Petrographic studies of the sandstones and conglomerates of
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the Nanaimo formations show that the porosity is nil, due to a tight

cementation of calcite and other diagenetic materials. Therefore,

unless the hydrocarbons were able to migrate to the sandstones and

conglomerates before cementation and diagenesis, it is improbable

that they are good petroleum reservoirs; this narrows the possibility

of crude oil in the area.
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APPENDIX A

MEASURED SECTION DECOURCEY AND NORThUMBERLAND FORMATIONS

A five-foot Jacob's staff with an Abney level was used to measure this section. A Brunton

compass was utilized to determine the dip. To aid in describing the rocks a sand gauge chart, lox

hand lens and a Geological Society of America Rock-Color Chart were employed. Stratigraphic

terms are from McKee and Weir (1953) and trace fossils are classified accothing to Seilacher (1967).

Section X.Y includes the upper unit of the DeCourcey Formation and all of the Northumberland
Formation exposed on the east coast of Denman Island from Section 14 north to Section l5 The

section was measured to determine the stratigraphic relationship of the two formations and an accurate

measure of the total thickness of the Northumberland Fc rmation exposed on Denman Island.

Terminal Point ( Y, Plate 1) is located on the beach at the boundary of Sections 15 and 16, It

is the first bed of sandstone cropping out along the beach south of Fillongley Park, 400 feet south of

the B. C, cable line,

Interval (feet) Description

Northumberland Formation (Maximum thickness 380 feet)

535-530 Typical of section at 524-5309 except sand content has decreased. Graded

packets are three inches thick with one.half inch thick sandstone units.

(Sample N-145, from 535, N-iSO, from 533.

Offset N. 55°W. 460 feet to same stratigraphic position to avoid incoming

tide, Attitude: N. 50°W., 3°N. E. Proceed N. 40°E. up-section.

530-524 Typical of section at 513-524, except increase in micritic mudstone concre-
tion lenses as of 186. 5. Graded packets six inches thck with one inch sand-
stone units,

Offset N. 55°W. 80 feet. Attitude: N. 55°W.., 10°N. E. Proceed N. 35°E.
un-section,

524-513 Typical of section at 508-513, except carbonaceous debris and number of

horizontal burrows have increased. Graded packets are one foot thick with

two inch sandstone units.

Offset N. 65°W, 140 feet, Attitude: N. 55°W., 10°N. E. Proceed N. 35°E.
up-section.

5 13-508 Typical of section at 503-508, except micritic mudstone concretion lenses

are absent. Graded packets are six inches thick with one-half inch sandstone

units

Offset N. 65°W. 20 feet to same stratigraphic position to avoid incoming

tide. Attitude: N. 65°W., 6° N.E. Proceed N. 25°E. up-section.
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Appendix A (continued)

Interval (feet) Description

508-503 Typical of Section at 498-503. Graded packets are one-half foot thick with
one inch thick sandstone units.

Offset N. 45°W. 120 feet. Attitude: N. 65°W., 6°N. E. Proceed N. 25°E.
up-section.

503-498 Typical of section at 483-498, except s andstone units are dominantly graded.

Offset N. 45°w. 130 feet. Attitude N. 45°W., 2° N. E. Proceed N. 45°E.
up-se ction.

498-483 Typical of section at 473-478. 5, except vertical burrows are absent, horizontal
burrows are absent, horizontal burrows are abundant and sand content and grain
size have decreased. Graded packets are 1.5 feet thick with one inch sand-
stone units.

Offset N. 40°W. 550 feet. Attitude: N. 45°W., 6°N. E. Proceed N. 45°E
up-section.

483-478. 5 Typical of section at 773-478.5, except sand grain size has decreased.
(S ample N- 114, from 480.)

Offset N. 55°W. 210 feet. Attitude: N. 45°W., 5°N. E. Proceed N. 45°E.
U -Section.

478. 5-473 Typical of section at 463-473, except sand grain Size has increased to medium
and the number of vertical burrows has increased. Graded packets are nine
inches thick with two inch sandstone units.

Offset N. 45°W. 180 feet. Attitude: N. 55°W. , 8°N. E. Proceed N. 35°E.
up-section.

473-463 Typical of section at 458-463, except increase in lnoceramus shell fragments.
Graded packets are onefoot thick with two inch sandstone units. (Fig. 21
1icIadiscii! at 470.)

Offset N. 45°W. 360 feet. Attitide: N. 55°W., 8°N. E. Proceed N. 35°E.
up-section.

463-458 Typical of section at 453-458, except presence of micritic mudstone concre-
tion lenses as of 186. 5.

Offset N. 45°W. 170 feet. Attitude: N. 45°W., 6°N. E. Proceed N. 45°E.
up-section.

458-453 Typical of section at 448-453, except the number of concretion balls and
horizontal burrows has increased. Graded packets are one-half foot thick and
sandstone units two inches thick.
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Appendix A (continued)

Interval (feet) Description

Offset N. 65°W. 50 feet. Attitude: N. 65°W.., 5°N. E. Proceed N. 25°E.
up-section.

453..448 Typical of section at 446, 5..448, except the number of concretion balls
and horizontal burrows has decreased. Graded packets two feet thick with
three inch sandstone units.

Offset N. 70°W. 60 feet. Attitude: E. 65°W., 5°N. E. Proceed N. 25°F.
upsection.

448.-446. 5 Typical of section at 405-420.

446. 5-431 Typical of section at 428..431, except increase in carbonaceous debris and
decrease in sand content, concretions and burrows. Graded packets are one
foot thick with two inch sandstone units.

431-428 Typical of section at 420-428, except there are a few vertical burrows
present.

Offset S. 75°w. 40 feet to fault, N. 40°E. 10 feet along fault, due west
80 feet along strike to avoid incoming tide and fault zone. Attitude: N. 70°W.,

7°N. E. Proceed N. 20°E. up-section.

428-420 Typical of section at 405-420, except s and content has increased and are
dominantly laminated. Graded packets are six inches thick with three inch
sandstone units. (Sample N-93, from 428.

Offset N. 75°W. 110 feet to fault, S. 15°W. 40 feet along fault plane,
S. 85°IN, 30 feet along strike. Attitude: N. 85°E., S°N. E. Proceed N,

5°W. up-section.

420-405 Typical of section at 400-405, except increase in sand content and concre-
tion balls, and a decrease in horizontal burrows. Graded packets are six
inches thick with two inch sandstone units.

Offset N 75°W. 20 feet. Attitude: N. 75°W., 5°N. F. Proceed N. 15°W.
up-section.

405-400 Typical of section at 393-399,

400-399 Sandstone: ledge-former; very fine-grained; graded, laminated and convolute
beds present, otherwise same as at 187. 65.

Attitude: N. 75°W., 5°N. E. Proceed N. 15°F. up-section.

399-393 Typical of section at 374. 25-393, except a decrease in sand content and
carbonaceous debris and an increase in micritic mudstone concretions that
are medium dark gray (N 4) fresh and light gray (N 7) weathered. Inoceramus
present in mudstone beds.
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Appendix A (continued)

Interval (feet) Description

393-374. 25 Typical of section at 353-374, except carbonaceous debris has increased.
Graded packets are one foot thick with three inch sandstone units. (Sample
N-77, from 380.)

374. 25-374 Sandstone: very coarse-grained; sharp lower contact; mudstone rip-ups and
fossil debris (including an echinoid spine) are present.

374-353 Typical of section at 345-350, except with local vertical burrows. Graded
packets are nine inches thick with three inch sandstone units.

353-350 Covered by beach gravel, presumed to be non-resistant mudstone.

Offset N. 85°W. 80 feet to fault, N. 15°W. 12 feet along fault, N. 80°W.
50 feet to sarrie stratigraphic position. Attitqde: N. 80°W., 8°N. E. Proceed
N. 10°E. up..section.

350-345 Typical of section at 340- 345, except decrease in sand content and increase
in the number of burrows present. Graded packets are eighteen inches thick
with six inch sandstone units.

Offset N. 85°W. 40 feet. Attitude: N. 85°W., 7 N. E. Proceed N. 5oL
up-section.

345-340 Typical of section at 335-340, except s and content has increased and local
medium-grained sandstones are present which have parting lineations on the
bedding surfaces, Graded packets are nine inches thick with six inch sandstone
units.

Offset N. 85°W. 70 feet. Attitude: N 85°W., 7 N. E. Proceed N. 5°E.
up-section,

340-335 Typical of section at 330-335, except sand content and the number of convolute
beds have increased, and burrows and red iron staining are absent. Graded
packets are one foot thick with six inch sandstone units.

Offset N. 85°W. 40 feet to same stratigraphic position to avoid incoming tide.
Attitude: N. 85°W., 7°N. E. Proceed N. 5°E. up-section.

335-330 Typical of section at 308-320, except red iron staining in mudstones has in-
creased, and vertical burrows decreased. Sandstones weather in a honeycomb
pattern and are dominantly graded and laminated. Graded packets are one
foot thick with three inch sandstone units.

330323, 5 Mudstone as at 187. 65,

323. 5-320 Covered by beach gravel, presumed to be non-resistant mudstone.

Offset S. 75°W. 40 feet. Attitude: N. 85°W., 7 N. E. Proceed N. 5°E.
up-section.
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Interval (feet) Description

162

320300 Typical of section as 287.-299. 25, except sand content and number of vertical
burrows have increased, Sandstone beds are up to one foot thick, medium-
grained, medium light gray (N 6) fresh, light olive gray (5Y 6/1) weathered.
Interbeds of mudstone are three inches thick.

Offset N. 65°W. 30 feet. Attitude: N 75°E., 5°N. E. Proceed N. 15°W.
up-section.

300-299. 25 Mudstone as at 187. 65, except presence of iron staining and Inoceramus
shells.

299. 25-287 Typical of section at 275, except sand content has decreased. Graded packets
are two feet thick with one inch sandstone units. (Sample N-iSO, from 298
feet,

287..283 Covered by beach gravel, presumed to be non-resistant mudstone.

283-275 Typical of section at 260. 25-275, except red iron staining of n,udstones and
horizontal burrows on the surface are absent.

Offset N. 65°W. 20 feet. Attitude: N. 65°W., 7°N. E. Proceed N. 25°E.
up-section.

275-260. 25 Typical of section at 230-2.57. 5, except sand content has increased, red
iron staining in mudstones present, calcareous mudstone concretions are absent
and sandstones are fine- to very fine-grained. Graded packets are eighteen
inches thick with three inch sandstone units.

Offset N. 65°W. 140 feet to the same stratigraphic posh ion to avoid incoming
tide. Attitude: N. 65°W., 7°N. E. Proceed N. 25°E. up-section.

260. 25-260 Sandstone as at 187. 65.

260 257. 5 Mudstone as at 187. 65, except_Inoceramus shells present.

257. 5-230 Typical of section at 221.230, except red iron staining in mudstones and
horizontal burrows are absent, and sandstune is finer grained. Graded packets
are four feet thick with three inch sandstone units. (Sample N-30, from 245.)

Offset N. 80°W. 60 feet. Attitude: N. 85°E., 9°N. W. Proceed N. 150W,
up-section.

230-221 Typical of section at 186. 5-196.5, except sandstone is laminated and convolute
and red iron staining in the mudstones is present. (Sample N-25, from 228, 5)

221-2 15 Covered by beach gravel, presumed to be non-resistant mudstone.
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Interval (feet) Description

215-214.5 Sandstone: ledge-former, medium-grained; mudstone rip-ups at scour-and-
fill base; otherwise typical of sandstone as at 187. 65.

214. 5-201 Covered by beach gravel, presumed to be non-resistant mudstone.

201-196.5 Typical of section at 186.5-196.5.

Attitude: N. 65°W., 6°N. E. Proceed N 25°S. up-section.

196.5-194.5 Graded packet as at 187. 65. Sand- to siltstone member is six inches thick.
Sandstone is medium- to coarse-grained, thinly laminated, carbonaceous
debris present and horizontal burrows on bedding planes.

194. 5-193. 25 Mudstone as at 187. 65. Gjaded contact below. Horizontal and vertical
burrows present.

193. 25-193 Micritic mudstone concretion lens as at 186.5; three inches thick and sharp
basal contact.

193 192. 25 Graded packet as at 187. 65, Sand- to siltstone member is one-half inch thick.

192. 25-191.75 Graded packet as at 187. 65, Sand- to siltstone member is three inches thick.
Sandstone is fine-grained, thinly laminated with local mudstone partings, ver-
tical burrows present throughout the sandstone.

1917S.191.25 Mudstone as at 187.65, gradational contact below.

191. 25-19 1 Micritic mudstone concretion as at 186.5, three inches thick and sharp basal
contact,

191-190 Graded packet as at 187. 65. Sand- to siltstone member is one-half inch thick.

Offset N. 40°W. 10 feet to same stratigraphic position to avoid incoming tide.
Attitude: N. 40°W,, 7°N. E. Proceed N. 50°E. up-section.

190-189 Graded packet as at 187.65. Sand- to siltstone member is six inches thick.
Sandstone is laminated, mudstone rip-ups at the base, burrows on bedding
planes and throughout the sandstone, weathers in honeycomb pattern.

189-187.65 Graded packet is four and one-half inches thick.

Mudstone: non-resistant; three inches thick; olive gray (SY 4/1) weathered;
medium dark gray (N 4) fresh; weathers to platy and papery chips; upper con-
tact is sharp, planar or gently undulated; basal contact is gradational over one-
fourth inch.

Silt- to sandstone; resistant rib-former; one and one-half inch thick; greenish
gray (5GY 6/1) weathered; light olive gray (5Y 6/1) fresh; medium-grained;
moderately sorted; subangular to subrounded clasts of lithic fragments, feldspar
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Interval (feet) Description

and quartz; graded to laminated beds; lower contact sharp with local small
scale scour-and-fill; burrows on the upper surface of the-sandstone. Sandstone
grades up into siltstone over its upper few tenths of an inch.

187. 65-187 Mudstone as at 187.65, sharp-contact below.

187186, S Micritic mudstone-concretion least resistanh rib-former; six inches thick;
moderate brown (5YR 4/4) weathered; grayish brown (5Y 3/2) fresh; thinly
laminated; surface weathers to a pseudo-mudcrack pattern. (Fig. 20.

1 3 Graded packets of sandstone, siltstone and mudstone with micritic mudstone
concretion lenses typify the -formation and are described -in detail for the
interval from 186.5 to 196.5.

186. 5-183 Covered by beach gravel, presumed to be non-resistant mudstone.

Offset N. 55°W. 50 feet to same stratigraphic position to avoid incoming
tide. Attitude: N. 40°W., 7°N. E. Proceed N. 50°E, up-section.

183-17 Typical of section at 186. 5-196. 5, except sand content is less. Graded
packets are three feet thick -with one-half inch sandstone units.

Offset N. 55°W. 500 feet, N. 20°W, 150 feet to sandstone dike, S. 80°W.
36 feet along dike, N. 45°W. 60 feet to the same stratigraphic position to
avoid incoming tide. Attitude: N. 60°W., 9°N. E. Proceed N. 30°E. up-
eCL1 On.

17 1-160 Typical of section at 186,5-196,5, except sandstone is fine-grained and
carbonaceous debris is more abundant.

Offset N 55°W. 14 feet to the same stratigraphic position to avoid beach
cover. Attitude: N. 55°W., 10°N. F. Proceed N. 35°E. up-section.

idO-155 Typical of section at 186. 5-196.5, except convolute bedding present in
the sandstone units. Graded packets are -one-half foot thick with one-half
inch sandstone units.

Attitude: N. 55°W., 10°N. E. Proceed N. 35°E up-sectiOn.

Contact: Northumberland Formation and DeCourcey Formation; gradational over less than
four feet; is picked at the top of the ten foot sandstone -unit which fines up into siltstone and
mudstone.

DeCcurcey Formation upper unit (Maximum thickness 155 feet)

155-124. 5 Sandstone: medium-grained; light gray (N 7) fresh; light olive gray (5Y 6/1)
weathered; lens of mudstone rip-ups at 145 which is six inches thick, rip-ups
are one inch long; otherwise sandstone is typical of section at 3-9. 5.
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Interval (feet) Description

Offset N. 65°W. 80 feet to the same stratigraphic position to avoid incoming
tide. Attitude: N. 60°W., 9°N. E Proceed N. 30°E. up..section.

124. 5-124 Typical of section at 0-5.

124-123 Sandstone as at 3.

123-122. 5 Typical of section at 0-5.

122. 5-120 Sandstone as at 3, except soft sediment deformation flames present.

120119. 5 Typical of section at 0-5,

119.5-118 Sandstone as at 3.

118-117.5 Typical of section at 0-5.

117. 5-116 Sandstone as at 3.

116-113 Typical of section at 0-5, except siltstone layers are rippled laminated.

113-104 Sandstone as at 3.

Offset N. 65°W. 65 feet to the same stratigraphic position to avoid incoming
tide. Attitude: N. 65°W., 10°N. E. Proceed N. 25°E. up-section.

104-100 Typical of section at 0-5, except two inch concretion lens present in mudstone
layers.

100-90.5 Sandstone as at 3.

90. 5-90 Typical of section at 0-5, except carbonaceous debris is absent and trace
fossil Teichichnus is present in siltstone layers.

90-58 Sandstone as at a

Offset N. 65°W. 85 feet to the same stratigraphic position to avoid the
incoming tide. Attitude: N. 65°W., 10°N. E. Proceed N. 25°E. up-section.

58-57 Typical of section at 0-5.

5745. Sandstone as at 3.

Attitude N. 65°W., 8°N. E. Proceed N. 25°E. up-section.

45, 5.45 Typical of section at 0-5.
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Interval i eet) Description

45-10 Sandstone as at 3.

109. 5 Typical of section at 0-5.

9.5-3 Sandstone: resistant ledge-former; yellowish gray (5Y 7/2) weathered, light
olive gray (5Y 6/1) fresh; fine- to medium-grained; moderately sorted; sub-
angular to subrounded clasts of lithic fragments, feldspar, quartz and biotite;
sharp lower contact with the underlying mudstone unit; structureless near the
base of the interval, becoming laminated toward the top with an increase
in carbonaceous partings; upper contact with siltstone unit is gradational
over three inches; well indurated; weathers out into bee hive type pattern
with honeycomb ewathering,

32. 5 Mudstone as at 1. 25.

2.5-1. 75 Sandstone to siltstone as at 0. 5.

1.75-1.25 Mudstone as at 0-0.5, except lower contact is gradational from siltstone
layer below.

1.25-0.5 Silt- to sandstone; resistant rib-former; light olive gray (5Y 5/2) weathered,
light gray (N 7) fresh; fine- to medium-grained; poorly sorted; subangular
to subrounded clasts of lithic fragments, quartz, feldspar, biotite and finely
divided carbonaceous debris; one millimeter thick coals, non-continuous;
sharp lower contact with mudstone; mudstone rip-ups at base; laminated;
wood debris up to two inches long; Sandstone grades up into siltstone over
its upper few tenths of an inch.

0.5-0 Mudstone; non-resistant; light olive gray (5Y 6/1) weathered, medium gray
(N 5) fresh; locally silty; carbonaceous debris present; weathers to papery and
platy chips one and one-half inches long; basal contact is gradational over
one inch interval from conglomerate below; upper contact is sharp with sand-
stone above.

Contact: DeCourcey Formation upper unit over DeCourceyFormation middle unit; grada-
tional over one inch interval; is picked at the top of the conglomerate unit which fines upward into
carbonaceous mudstone.

Initial point (X, Plate 1) is thetop of the conglomerate bed on the east coast beach at
the boundary of Section 9 and 14. Attitude: at the initial point is N. 65°W., 4°N. F.. Proceed
N. 25°E. up-section.
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SAMPLE LOCALITIES ON DENMAN ISLAND
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APPENDIX C

PEBBLE COUNT LITI-TOLOGIES ND CLAY MINERALOGIES

Pebble Count Lithologies and Mean Clast Size

Formation aizi Sample
Lithology Kdc

d13 A.-44 A-72 A.-94 A-.92

Granitics - 4 3 - 1

Diorites 13 11 7 3 3

Rhyolite - 1

Dacite 14 15 - 8 4

Andesite 24 13 17 37 32

Basalt 24 20 36 31 18

Greenstone 1 14 3 4 6

Foliated Metamorphics 18 6 17 9 12

Quartzite 2 2 7 - 1

Chert 2 13 5 7 20

Sandstone 2 2 5 1 2

Mean Clast Size (cm. )** 2, 18 2.81 2.49 2.48 2. 38

Mean Clast Roundness (%)* 47.2 62.5 33.6 42.4 35.8

**(Powerx, 1953); *(a+b.fc/3)

Clay Mineralogies

Formation and Samples
Mineralogy

Kcd Kdc Kn

CD-32 CD-28 C-20 A-79 N-iSO K-i

Kaolinite xx xx xx xx x x

Illite xx xx XX X X

Montmorillonite xx

Beidellite x x xx x xx x

Vermiculite

Chlorite xx x x X XX XX

Chlorite Intergrades x xx x x x

Zeolite

xx common; x = present; 7 = questionable occurrence



APPENDIX D

SAME'S DETERMINATION CHARTS FOR THE IVIRONMENT OF
cHERT, BASALT AND QUARTZTTE PEBBLES

Environmental Determination Chart for
Basalt and Chert Pebbles (20 to 80 nm.)
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APPENDIX ID (continued)

Environmental Determination Chart for
Quartzite Pebbles (20 to 80 mm.)

quartzite pebbles

minor percentages
confirming littoral

I environment
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APPENDIX E

MODAL ANALYSES OF SANDSTONE SAMPLES

Mineralcgy Kep
A-59

Formations and Samples
Kcd

CD-35 A-89 CD-37 S.5

Quartz Grains
Normal Quartz 15 18 12 14 12
Uridulat. Quartz 2 4 13 9 8
Polyxlln. Quartz 4 2 2 2 3
Chert 4 1 1 2 3

Feldspar
Kspar 13 12 12 10 7
Plagioclase 16 14 14 17 20

Rock Fragments
Volcanic 26 25 17 16 22
Igneous 2 6 10 11 7
Metamorphic 1 T - T -

Sedimentary

Mic a
Biotite 2 1 2 6 T
Chlorite 1 T 1 1 1

Muscovite T 1 T T T

Heavy Minerals
Sodic Amphibole -

Epidote T - - T T
Garnet

.. - - T -

Zircon - - T - 1

Hematite - -

Magnetite 1 T 2 1 T

Carbonaceous Material - T 1 1

Matrix 8 4 10 8 2

Cement
Calcite 4 11 T 2 12
IronOxide 2 1 3 1 2
Silica T - - -

Zeolite - - -

Voids 1 - T T -
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Appendix E (continued)

Mineralogy
A-20 C-6

Formations and Samples
Kdc

C-13 d-8 dc-jO N-8
Kn

N-77

Quartz Grains
Normal Quartz 9 19 17 14 17 19 11
Undulat. Quartz 15 7 3 2 2 5 11
Polyxlln. Quartz 3 6 8 1 4 4 6
Chert 4 3 4 1 2 3 4

Feldspar
K-spar 9 7 9 20 12 14 8
Plagioclase 13 17 14 17 19 17 16

Rock Fragments
Volcanic 23 22 24 31 26 18 21
Igneous 8 9 6 2 1 3 8

Metamorphic T 1 1 T T 1 T
Sedimentary - - -, - T -

Mic a
Biotite 3 1 1 1 2 2 1

Chlorite 1 1 T 1 1 2 T
Muscovite T T T T T T T

Heavy Minerals
Sodic Amphibole T - - - - - -

Epidote - -

Garnet - - -

Zircon - - - T - T
Hematite - - T - -

Magnetite T T T T T 1

Carbonaceous Material - - - T T - T

Matrix 6 8 2 7 11 3 4

Cement
Calcite 4 T 11 T T 5 9
IronOxide - T T 3 3 4 T
Silica T - - - - - -

Zeolite - - - - T - -

Voids T - - T T T -



APPENDIX F

TEXTURAL PARAMETERS AND TEXTURAL AN]) COMPOSITIONAL MATURITY OF SANDSTONES

Formations Grain Size Sorting Roundness Testural Maturity Compositional Maturity
and Samples Wentworth( 1922) Folk (1968) Powers Folk (1951) Folk (1968)

Kep
A-59 fine to very coarse poor A-r submature immature

CD-29 fine to coarse moderate A-a submature mature

CD- 35 medium to coarse well A1 mature immature

Kcd
A-56 (dike) fine to very coarse -poor a-t submature immature

A-89 fine to medium well A-r mature immature

CD-37 very fine to medium moderate A-r submature immature

S-5 fine to very coarse poor A-r submature immature

Kdc
A-20 fine to very coarse poor A-i' submature immature

A-31 medium to very moderate a_-r submature immature
fine pebble

A-37 medium to very coarse moderate a--r submature immature

A-48 (matrix) medium to very moderate a- r sugmature immature
fine pebble

A-75 medium to very coarse moderate a-i' submature immature -4



Appendix F (continued)

Formations Grain Size Sorting Roundness Textural Maturity Compositional Maturity
and Samples Wentworth (1922) Folk (1968) Powers Folk (1951) Folk (1968)

(1953)

A76 fine to very coarse poor a-r submature immature

Kdc
A9l medium to very coarse moderate Ar submature immature

C6 fine to coarse moderate A-r submature immature

c-13 medium to coarse well a.r mature immature

d-8 fine to very coarse moderate A-r submature immature

dc-1O fine to very coarse moderate Ar submature immature

A8O very fine to fine well a-r immature immature

N-8 fine to coarse moderate A-a submature immature

N-77 fine to coarse moderate A-r submature immature

N-93 silt to very fine well A-r submature immature

N-145 very fine to medium moderate a-r submature immature

A = angular; a = sub angular; r subrounded; R = rounded

-4
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APPENDIX C

X RAY ANALYSIS OF CLAY MINERALS (Methodology after Moyle Harward, Department
of Soils, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 973O

Five samples from the Cretaceous rocks and one from the Ouaternary deposits were Xrayed for
the identificatior of clay minerals. The following steps were executed for sample disaggregation,
X-ray slide preparation and X-ray analysis.

A. Segregation of clay-size material in the rock samples.

1. Boil samples in distilled water. Remove and grind gently with a mortar and pestle.

2. Wet sieve and save size fraction less than 4. Oven dry at 50°C.

3. Measure out 15 grams of broken-up dried sample and place in centrifuge tubes.

4. Disperse the clay and silt in distilled water by hand shaking the tubes.

5. Centrifuge the clay-silt suspension for five minutes at 750 R. P. M. Pour the suspension
(2 i size fraction) in a beaker and save. Repeat this step three times, each time saving
the clay suspension,

6. Place the clay suspension in a centrifuge tube and centrifige for ten minutes. Discard
the supernatant and save the clay residue,

B. X-ray slide preparation.

1, Place two.thirds of the clay residue(from step A-6) in a plastic centrifuge tube and
the remainder in another plastic tube.

2, Mg-saturation procedure. Add iN MgCl2 to the tube containing two-thirds of the clay
residue (fill tube one-third full). Shake the mixture by hand until the clay is sus-
pended. Centrifuge at 6, 000 R. P. M. for ten minutes and discard the supernatant.
Repeat twice, Then remove the excess Mg by washing with distilled water and
centrifuging at 6, 000 R. P. M. for ten minutes. Repeat twice.

3. K-saturation procedure. Add iN KC1 to the tube containing one-third of the clay
residue (fill tube one-third full). Shake the mixture by hand until the clay is sus-
pended. Centrifuge at 6, 000 R. P. M. for ten minutes and discard the supernatant.
Repeat twice. Then remove the excess K by washing with distilled water and centri-
fuging at 6, 000 R. P. M. for ten minutes. Repeat twice.

4. Prepare two slides of the Mg-saturated clay and one slide of the K-saturated clay by
smearing an even coat of clay paste over labeled petrographic slides.

5. Dry the Katurated clay slide in an oven at 105°c. Place the Mg-saturated clay
slides in a 54% R. H. dessicator (see below).
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Appendix C (continued)

C. X-ray analysis of clay samples.

1. Preparefour dessicators as follows:

a. Vacuum dessicator, filled with Ethylene Glycol. Slides lie flat in the dessicator.

b. Vacuum dessicator, filled with Glycerol (Glycerin). Slides lie flat in the
dessic ator.

c. Dessicator filled with white Drierite. Slides are placed in a slide holder.

d. Dessicator filled with a saturated solution of 54% R. H. Mg(NO3)2 (42 gr. of
Mg(NO3)2 per 100 ml. of solution). Slides are placed in a slide holder.

2, X-ray of Mg-saturated samples.

a. Allow the two Mg-saturated slides to equilibrate for eight hours in the 54% R. H.
dessicator. Run an X-ray on one of the slides with groniometer humidity control
at 54% R. H. Run all slides from 2° to 25 24 Following X-ray, return the slide
to the 54% R. H. dessicator.

b. Place one of the Mg-saturated slides in the Glycerol dessicator. Draw a vacuum
on the dessicator and place in an oven at 105°C for three hours. Take dessicator
out of the oven and cool for 12 hours before opening. Run an X-ray of this slide
at goniomneter humidity control of 54% R. H.

c. Place the other Mg-saturated slide in the Ethylene Glycol dessicator. Draw a
vacuum on the dessicator and place in an oven at 65°C for three hours. Take
dessicator out of oven and cool for 12 hours before opening. Run an X-ray of
this slide with goniometer humidity control at 54% R. H.

3. X-ray of K-saturated samples.

a. Run an X-ray of the dried K-saturated slide with goniometer control at 0% R. H.

b. Place the K-saturated slide in the 54% R. H. dessicator and allow it to equilibrate
for 12 hours. Then run an X-ray with goniometer control at 54% R. H.

c. Heat the K-saturated slide in an oven for three hours at 300°C. Run an X-ray of
this slide with goniometer humditiy control at 0% R. H.

d. Heat the K-saturated slide in an oven for three hours at 5500 C. Run an X-ray of
this slide with goniometer humidity control at 0% R. H.

A Norelco X-ray diffractomneter with a crystal monochrometer filter and copper ( Cu 1< a radia-
tion was used. A time constant of one second, a multiplier of 1, 000 and a scan rate of on degree
two-theta per minute was used for all the samples X-rayed.

The following chart was used for the identification of the major clay minerals, following treat-
ments as reported above.



Appendix C (Continued)

Identification of Major Clay Minerals Based on Basal Spacings R Unit and Treatments (after M. Harward1 1976)

Treatment
Mineralogy Mg 54% R. H. Mg Ethylene Mg Glycerol K +105°C K 54% R. H K + 300°c K + 550°C

Glycol

Kaolinite 7. 15 7. 15 7, 15 7. 15 7. 15 7. 15 no peak

Halloysite 10 wet-7. 3 dry 10 wet-7. 3 dry 10 wet-7. 3 dry 7. 3-7.5 7, 3-7, 5 7. 3 no peak

Illite or Mica 10-10.5 10-10.5 10-10,5 10-10,5 10-10.5 10-10,5 10-10,5

Montmorillonite 15 16.5-17 17,5 10-10.5 '-12 10.1 10

Beidellite 14. 5-15 16. 5-17 14. 5-15 10 11.5 10-10.5 10

Vermiculite 14. S .'14 5 14. 5 10-10.5 10-10.5 10.40. 2 1O

Chlorite 14-14.5 14-14.5 14-14.5 14-14.5 14-14.5 14-14.5 14-14,5

Chlorite Intergrades 14-15 14-17 14-17 11-14 14 11-14 10-13

-3
-4
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APPENDIX H

Pill STOCFNE SEDIMENT GRAIN MOUNT M INERALOGIES AND SIEVE ANALYSES

Pleistocene Sediment Grain Mount Mineralogies (3. 0-3. S9 Fraction)

Mineralogy Samples
K-13 W-7

Hypersthene 8 2

Augite 2 2

Tremolite T T
Brown Hornblende 18 16

Bluegreen Hornblende 37 39

Epidote 8 8

Garnet (Almandite) 1 1

Sphene T T
Kyanite T -

Zircon 1 1

Tourmaline (Dravite) T 1

Tourmaline (Schorlite) - T
Biotite T T
Monazite 1 1

Ilmenite 3 4
Leucoxene 5 3

M agnetite 2 4

Rock Fragments 14 18

Sieve Analyses (Calculations of Sand Size Distribution after Folk and Ward (1957)

Statistics Samples
K-13 W-7

Mean 1.93 1.339
Median 1.829 1.329
Standard Deviation 0.54 0.68
Skewness -iO.56 *O2Q
Kurtosis 1.33 1.55




